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The Path Of Life by S. Germaine
As Received by Margaret E. Petty
"Dedicated to all Mankind"
"Seek God Within"
Introduction
I, St. Germaine, have dictated these lessons for
those that are ready to receive. The Lessons are
simple and to the point. You that read must realize,
although I gave the Word, the meaning will be
according to your own consciousness. Your Teacher
is the spirit within; I just give the Substance which
becomes thought, The thought manifests as Truth
for you to live by. The choice is up to you.
I give it my way, others give it their way. It matters
not, as long as you keep searching, desiring to
receive "OUT OF THE HEART OF GOD AND NO
OTHER SPIRIT." This request keeps the door open
and you will grow into the Great "I AM" (God),
leaving the dead to bury their
dead - meaning all that use worldly physical power
to do God's work. As you search, remember we of
the Hierarchy are always with you. We give of our
Vibration, which is LOVE and PEACE to
encourage you along the path of return to GOD.
PEACE can be found wherever you are. It is as
close as you let it be. SO BE IT IN PURE CHRIST
LIGHT AND LOVE.

PRAISE
Mighty are the Works of Man
When GOD is in command
Praise HIM as the work unfolds
HE is all with all
Mighty is the Light of Man
When GOD is in command
Praise HIM as darkness becomes Light
HE is all in all
Mighty are the Gifts of Man
When GOD is in command
Praise HIM as gifts unfold
HE is all in all.
Praise GOD as HIS power flows:Through You to all great and small
Praise HIM, Adore HIM
HE IS ALL IN ALL
Be thankful.
Be thankful and praise the Lord all the day long.
Your day will be blessed,
So within his arms you rest.
Now Wisdom from within finds its way to unfold.
The power of the absolute is a story to behold.
The story is great indeed;
It is awesome and supreme.
A tiny flame has come forth into form
And from it must gleam.
Hallelujah;

How great this power to perform;
How Holy and Divine.
When you release it and it is mine,
The power of this tiny flame is my Holy-God-Self.
What a responsibility for all time.
Time is passing;
Eternity goes on;
And I have remained.
Now I find this divine spark,
Hidden by clouds of darkness.
As I find Love now to give more,
And to give me from souls
That are above and below,
The road is made brighter.
So again
All I can say is, be thankful,
Be thankful.
Praise the Lord all day long.
Your day will be blessed,
As within His arms you rest.
Cosmic Law
Cosmic Law is the law of energy and vibration. It is
an activity directed by Cosmic Beings. The law
does not change, just the ways of action of the law
at certain cycles to suit the consciousness of
mankind. There is good in every teaching.
Through the centuries many human concepts have
crept in and be-clouded the truth. Stay open-minded
to recognize the Truth as you come across it. There

is an inner and an outer action of the Law. The use
of the Law of transmuting erases the etheric records
which are within your
subconscious.
Principle
Principle means source or origin, reaching into the
higher realms; this will lead you to the Principle or
Source which is your own I AM Presence. Some
call it God; Jesus said to have no other God. It is the
I AM Presence that is forever striving for
expression through you.
The first principle action is an inner action which is
Love. As you grow in consciousness of this Love, it
becomes the outer action of this Principle or the
Source of God which is I AM. Three other actions
are Faith, Hope, and Charity. Faith means knowing
that you are divine, and all things are possible when
you love your God within; you remain with this
thought-action and you never waver. Hope is desire
with great expectations. Charity is universal love. I
AM is the Source, expanding Light, or Energy, to
all mankind. The words "I AM," the Principle or
Source, is part of the cause and effect world. To use
a word of your world so that you can comprehend
it, I will call it energy that flows within your body
to give you life. This energy which is seen by
clairvoyant eyes appears as a vapor so it is
sometimes known as a ghost or a spirit.

The use of the words I AM denotes an
individualizing of a Being, meaning the Absolute
Universal Energy which has no beginning and no
end. It is functioning within a personality-body to
act in whatever realm It is to function in according
to its consciousness. This speaking of the sacred I
AM in the worldly context as saying "I AM sick,"
etc., is using the words in vain. I AM is always
divine. When you speak it of body ills or worldly
overcomings, it is wise to say the physical body has
a physical problem or say nothing at all. Here is
where your faith abides. Decreeing that your I AM
is perfect is wasting time and precious energy.
Remember Faith,
hope, and Charity. As you grow in consciousness all
will be revealed its perfection to you, and then you
will realize that the world and its problems are false
and are of your creation.
Cosmic Light
Cosmic Light released from the Central Sun is
Divine Substance given forth by cosmic Beings,
each releasing their love-principle to the realms of
the earth. In this way they grow. It is the same as
you, only on a higher level. The Divine Source
expands itself. The will of mankind is changed into
the Will of God by the gifts of the cosmic Beings.
This light is like bursts of fire giving forth golden
sparks of Divine Substance which contain the
Power of the Absolute to raise the consciousness of
man. This Substance is what the world sees as Rays.

Each Ray, when it comes into the atmosphere of the
earth, takes on a different color. Each Ray is
supervised by a certain Being of the Hierarchy. The
one that is most important to mankind right now is
the
Transmuting Violet Flame.
I AM Presence
I AM Presence is your Source (Jesus called this His
Father). It is a living Being of blazing Rays of
intense White Light. Around this light are seven
Rays of various tints that interblend, and this is
called the Causal Body. It contains all Good or
quality-energy of the individual through the ages.
The Rays are the Divine Mind of the I AM Presence
in action at Cosmic levels. From the heart of the
center of the I AM is a Ray of Light that extends
down into the physical body
through the top of the head , goes to the heart, and
to the base of the brain. Then, by tiny streams of
Light, it goes to every cell of your body. Think
about that just a bit. This is an unconscious action
on the part of your lower self. It is a conscious
action of the Christ-Self or your Higher Mental
Body, also the elemental body which I will explain
later.
The Christ-Self releases the amount of Life or Light
for the body to function to fulfill the divine plan.
When mankind expresses his or her desire and will,
the energy then is drawn down by the physical self

and used to glorify the lower self. This energy
should be sent back with love to the I AM Presence
every single day. Very few have obeyed this Law,
so the energy has accumulated and found a resting
place within the lower bodies which I shall speak of
later.
Around the physical body is a Pillar of Light. It is
placed there by your first desire or realization that
you of yourself can do nothing, and that you desire
help from a higher source. Within the Pillar of Light
is the Transmuting Violet Flame. This Flame of
Divine Love, brought forth and anchored within the
earth for your use by St. Germain, remains around
you at all times, but will not act until you call it into
action. Then, it comes up from your feet, circles
around and through you and penetrates with that
Pillar of Light which is the Christ Light. All action
is established according to the degree of feeling that
you give forth. How strong is your desire to walk
the
path of return to your own I AM? This is done to
you according to your desire. Remember all
teachings come from Divine Source. Some are
explained in worldly terms so that each one will be
able to understand.
St. Germain gave a teaching that was called I AM.
It was organized on earth ...this desire of Love
within his Being... and was made manifest. Jesus
the Christ came with the same desire of Love to
anchor it also on the earth. It became an

organization called Christianity. Mankind used it to
appease only his or her self. Some lifestreams on
earth are called to bring forth His teachings in pure
form; so certain ones have been chosen, because of
their development in ages past, to be instruments
through which the Word of Life or God can be
given to mankind on earth. The I AM teaching in its
purest form is unfolding with the purest form of
Jesus' teachings. That is why we should combine
only the pure essence of the two teachings ...not that
of superstition or of free will, but only of God's will
being done. Also, as you grow in this Love, the
physical mind will be consumed by the Divine
Mind. The I AM does not act at lower levels. Only
Divine Will
will remain; the rest will fade away as time is very
precious. So be it.
Christ-Self
Your Christ-Self is a Being that is all-knowing. It
holds only the positive action within Its
consciousness, and is aware of your worldly
thoughts and needs. It regulates the amount of
energy that flows through your physical body to
perform your worldly tasks. Some require
more energy than others according to their missions
or their physical overcomings.
The Christ-Self stands close by and is always ready
to help when you remember to give It recognition.
When you have strayed away from the Light

(Christ-Self), It has not drawn away from you; your
consciousness has gone to earth, leaving a blank
void. By your desire you can reach up again to find
it, shining brightly, just as before.
The Christ-Self is the mediator between the
physical and the I AM Presence. It does not know
the divine plan; It must go to the I AM Presence for
Wisdom, for the Christ-Self is to perform the
Divine Plan through the physical body when the
lower bodies are pure enough for It to function
within them. The Christ-Self always is the
Comforter, the Holy Dove which guides and does
the work in a holy and divine way when you release
all to It. You will find the God within, this I AM
Presence or Christ-Self, as you release more and
more of your worldly trials. As you pour love to
your Higher Self, which includes all of the pure
inner bodies, your Christ-Self will call upon the
higher Souls that form the Hierarchy to come to you
to teach you because they can come closer to you
than your Christ-Self. They prepare certain souls to
be vessels to work through. It sometimes takes them
10 to 15 lifetimes to get the results they want.
Higher Beings will choose certain ones and over
shadow them all of these lifetimes, so, when the
right time arrives, they join together and become
one and feel comfortable and right. Christ is the
principle action of the I AM. When the action
becomes great within you, you glow in Wealth,
Health,
and Beauty.

Pillar Of Light
The Pillar of Light was given to you by the I AM
Presence or by the Grace of God, which is the same
thing. Remember you have been told that you are a
divine and Holy child of God: of the Absolute. By
your own desire you fell from Grace or your I AM
Presence. You must realize, "from that time until
the present" expands over many eons of your
worldly time: perfection to imperfection. Those that
are interested in higher truths of "the now" have
been searching for many lifetimes, and now is the
apex of time as events are coming into action that
will thrust man into higher consciousness. The earth
also will move into a higher dimension. As you
grow in consciousness, the Pillar of Light will
tighten about you. Your faith becomes action, not
just a principle, and it protects you. You have
opened your door to God or to your Higher Self
with love. The Love responds and consumes all
cause and effect as One and then it becomes
nothing. The physical mind has only to give up the
worldly ideas of fear. Then you can walk anywhere
knowing that wherever God is, I AM, and where I
AM, God is.
You can be of great use to the Source of Light,
walking in the depths of what you call hell,
releasing those caught in the debris of their own
karma. They, of course, have free will, but your
powerful I AM, or God Love, will penetrate and

enter their consciousness to where they will desire a
better way of life. You must realize the I AM, or the
Father, as Jesus called it, is a great doer and will
respond and fulfill all your needs. So let go, and just
let it be.
The Blue Flame
You of the world seem to need something of a
worldly nature or spiritual phenomena to assist you
in your return home. You of worldly religions have
your belief that Jesus died on the cross for your
sins. Those of the Higher Truth know that He came
as a great Master of Life to teach Love; that love,
and Love alone, saves and redeems you into eternal
Life. Love is the Principle that contains all facets of
the Word, and these facets must be put into action.
At the present time
higher beings of the Hierarchy are all giving some
facets of their own causal body to assist you along
the path. Those that have attained their Christconsciousness do not need their help because they
are living within the wisdom of their own I AM
which contains all facets. But until then, they of the
lesser consciousness need help. We of the heavenly
Hierarchy have offered our lights and flame.
We also grow as we help. Our action is an inner
action. We release the power of our causal-self
through the Christ-Self which is pure. It radiates
through you. You say you feel vibrations. We
realize that not everyone knows what they need, nor

which Spirit is to give it. It can be given just by
your desire ...something like this, "Oh Holy Dove of
Love and Light, descend upon this child of God."
Then wait, as all will be done according to the
divine plan of your life. Just have faith, as this also
is the key. Without faith your consciousness will
remain worldly and full of doubt which closes the
door.
There are many uses of the color blue. The Flame of
the Blue is the one we wish to expand upon as it is
very important to those who now wish to advance.
As you advance into the consciousness of your
higher Self, using the Violet Flame ...the law of
Love and Forgiveness – the part of misused energy
that is left in the lower bodies will be released by
Lord Michael's Blue Flame. Call it forth, as you call
forth the Violet Flame. It is very potent as it is part
of the Three-Fold-Flame.
Now, I would advise you to wait until you are
guided to be able to use this Flame. I promise you
that you will be told when the time is right. Many
Masters of Light use the blue color since it comes
from the One Source. It is really not important for
you to still the physical mind with this information,
for you with a strong desire to know your ChristSelf and who then send love back to your I AM
Presence, will find it responds. The way you send it
is by the use of the transmuting Violet Flame. As
you purify the lower bodies, of which I will speak
to you later, you enter into the realm of all the

heavenly and then various colors and the hue of
them are an inner
action guided by your own Holy Spirit that must not
be used by the physical mind.
Transmuting Violet Flame
As this is a time of great change ...all things moving
into a higher dimension... the Cosmic Beings of All
agreed to help mankind, and it was so decreed that a
Law would be given making it possible for man to
transmute, or erase, his misused energy of God
Power that he used to
glorify himself. This Law is the Law of Love and
forgiveness. The use of this Law is very important
as you must be free of the cause and effect, or the
duality world. All you have ever done is within your
own self. Some call it the subconscious mind. Use
the Violet Flame with great feelings. Use it in your
dealings with those you are led to be with. Watch
your feelings when you meet or have feelings with
others. Feelings of guilt or dislike must be
transmuted. Also, as you speak words of dislike or
condemnation or even think it ...at the end of your
day draw forth all that which is within your mind
and transmute all of your misused energy. As you
sleep, when you have a dream or vision that bothers
you, even if you cannot understand it, it
must be transmuted. Transmute means to change,
erase, do away with, change a fact into Truth. A fact
has a beginning and an end; Truth has no beginning
or end. The Violet transmuting Flame is the Fire of

Love that consumes. ...you call it Karma. This
Karma is energy which is Life that flows within
your physical body; that moves the physical to
abide on Earth to learn lessons or to perform
missions that will help overcome worldly beliefs
that are of your own creation.
As you have been told many times, the time of
change is close upon you. We of Hierarchy are
ready to help, for so it has been ordained. To those
that are not aware of their inner bodies, I shall
expand on this so you become aware of why you are
transmuting. All life within is Energy or Power that
comes from the I AM That I AM which you call
God; it has many names, but we will use God for
now. You all were created perfect in the image and
likeness of God which is Spirit. But because of your
desire to do your own will, you are not born perfect;
you are born with many imperfections. These
imperfections live within your consciousness. This
is of worldly beliefs and are not real; just illusions.
The God Self will prevail because mankind must
return to their Source. As you grow little by little
from lifetime to lifetime, there will come a time that
the Spirit of God within is able to reach you and
you begin to search.
Your physical mind will comprehend that it is
listening to many thoughts ...some beautiful and
constructive, some within the worldly part of you;
and waiting to manifest in your world, because
thoughts are alive and will come into your world.

As you search for Truth, you will be led within
yourself. You will be climbing the mountain to find
the pinnacles of Truth that live within the Great I
AM Presence which is pure Essence, having no
duality ... it just IS. You come from it and give it
life.
As you accepted rebirth, meaning having lived a
physical life before, and also are beginning to
realize there is a Source greater than the world and
yourself, the awareness comes to you that the
Source must be within yourself. You also grow as
you are led to search. You will be led through many
teachings until you find the spiritual food you need.
The awareness comes slowly; it must become a part
of you. The Law of Life will be made known to you
by Me, St. Germain. With my compassionate Love I
see within your Light and know you are ready to
receive this gift, "The Violet transmuting Flame."
This Flame is the
Alchemist Fire that erases all Karma with others,
also Karma with your own God-Self. I call this
Karma Misused Energy.
You must realize that God is Power; Power
becomes Energy. As it comes within your body, this
Energy becomes Life. You came from your Creator
as a flame in order to experience all that this Power
called God could become. The Flames divided,
become Male and Female. The story is a

long complicated tale of woe.
The results are all in the world of cause and effect.
All souls have used the Precious Power of God to
glorify themselves, to manipulate others to get their
own way, to cast demons into animals, and in many
more ways that I will not relate. All of this remains
within your lower bodies. All on Earth at this time
are guilty, to some degree, of the misuse of the
Power of God.
Since you have created your own world, I will
explain the use of The Violet Flame which turns
darkness into Light, releasing you from a duality
world.
You must first have a strong desire. The words I
reveal to you in the form of decree can be said
aloud or in silence; it is the strong feeling that is
important.
I give this to you only as an example, as it is
important that you let the Spirit within guide your
words. I will use words belonging to your world as
of now.
"Humbly I come, oh God, that I may be forgiven
my sins against Thee. Within the Violet Flame I
place my sins; they are changed into Pure Light. I
now send the Light back to You to be used again by
Me for the Glory of Thee within all the world.
Love, oh perfect Love. So be it."

Now as the desire for overcoming the world is
strong within you, the Hierarchy of the heavenly
Host are permitted to come and reveal to you
through dreams and visions ...also leading you in
your daily life... into your own misused Energy.
When you have dreams that disturb you,
transmute them. The events you see are waiting
within to manifest in your world; that which you see
and transmute will not come forth. Of course, you
are not to transmute all misused energy, as many
lessons are learned by living through your own
creation.
When the time of change comes, the Earth and all
mankind existing thereon will experience many
tribulations of illness and grief... each receiving in
the level of severity that is according to their
growth. I do not mean Spiritual growth. It is not
how many gifts of the Spirit you have as to the
growth of man; it is how he is living his everyday
life. Also, many that do not know of Spiritual Laws
but have grown into the Peace of their own souls by
living through great agony in a previous lifetime,
can tolerate more pain and grief. They have
developed a power to rise above their cause and
effect. Although they do not realize this, from the
standpoint of Karmic Law each lifetime gives
growth of the soul. Some overcome a great amount.
Everyone chooses the amount before coming into
life. Sometimes they are sorry they took on such a
heavy burden. It is so wonderful when we have seen

their suffering, then meet them when it is over and
rejoice with them. "Hallelujah! Well done, oh
faithful ones."
"By the Grace of God" it is said. Yes, by the Grace
of God you are given all Eternity to overcome that
all may return to the Father's house. Why do you
travel this worldly dense road? Well, you say, I was
created perfect, why must I become imperfect? I
will relate to you in
this form:
Out of the "Heart of God" you came, created perfect
as God is perfect. You were happy, knowing your
Source, being happy to be just the expression of
God in his likeness and form. Now, as what you
know as God had to come from some Source, it was
not perfect: it just seemed
so. The only perfection we can realize is what is
called the Absolute, where it is pure Power; nothing
is existing - it is nothing until it is put into
expression by those that are created from it. As I
will say, a Power that explodes and expels Flames
out into the universe. Of course, you must realize
this I AM is not the beginning as there is no one that
knows the beginning as I AM Alpha and Omega; no
beginning and no end.
Now, what you call God was from that Source. That
God created a world and said partake of all the trees
in the garden ...all except one, the Tree of
Knowledge. You see, He knew of good and evil; He

knew that if you belonged to Him you would know
it also.
He also said, I am a jealous God; I want you for My
own. I am your Father. I created you, but I will give
you free will to go forth and learn all I know. So he
sent you out on your own, giving you all Power to
use.
You know the story of the Prodigal son. After he
had spent the money (Power) his father gave him,
he had to work his way back home without any
help. He had to walk back the same route he went
and pass through all of his mistakes. You know how
his Father welcomed him home; even
so your Father welcomes you.
How about his brother that stayed home and was
always perfect? Well, these are what you call
Angels. They will grow and grow by those on Earth
loving them and letting them serve them. The only
way for the children of God to grow in his likeness
is to know all God knows. This
is represented as the Tree of Knowledge which is
Satan; and the one called Lucifer is the Angel which
became the negative Power. Now as the world is
moving into a higher dimension there will be no
need of two Powers. So Lucifer will regain his
rightful place as an Angel of Light, just as all which
overcome will return home. What a celebration it
will be.

For many eons of time man had to live out his cause
and effect (that which he created with the Power
given to him by his Father), satisfying his own ego
and forgetting his Father's gift of Life and Power.
As this is the time of Great Change and all must
move on and there is not enough time to live
through all of their mistakes, we of the Hierarchy
have been given the privilege of helping; that is the
reason for the Violet Flame.
Blest are those that use the Violet Flame; in their
Spirit only Love abides.
Now is the time, oh beloved ones of earth, to
transmute your cause and effect, bringing forth a
new birth.
The Flame opens the door where within is found
God lives, and all is Divine.
Come! The way is now made clear: All...within...is
found, where no man can destroy.
Love All Creation above and below. Be happy,
Rejoice.
God's great Love He will bestow. Praise God;
know, oh children, Ye are God's ... At Heart!
Elemental Body
You are more than you appear to be. Within the

manifestation of the physical body ... in order to
appear as each is to appear ... there first must be a
cell that contains the pattern for all forms that are to
come forth from your Flame. All of us progress
through the many kingdoms of Earth life. The
pattern takes form and becomes the Power to bring
forth the correct form for each lifetime. As the
experience of each lifetime is over, the pattern
grows according to the growth of the Flame.
Passing now over eons of worldly time, overcoming
the Animal Kingdom, you find yourself in a
physical or human body. You are still of the Animal
Kingdom, the only difference being the body is
more refined and you stand upright instead of on
four legs. All this time the Flame and
Patterns are growing so as to perform. I now call the
Flame "God" or "I AM THAT I AM." You take all
of this for granted ... and so be it .... as the growth
has been long and is so much a part of you. Now, I
give the pattern a name; it is the Elemental Body, a
gift given at the time of creation to be of use as you
progress through the world of "cause and effect."
The elemental Body is smaller than the Physical
Body and since it is not of dense form, it lives
within and intermingles with your Physical Body. It
is an involuntary action. As you grow, it develops,
for it knows nothing intellectually nor spiritually;
only that which you tell it. You have not been aware
of
this, so it knows many untruths. As you grow in
Truth and Light, it grows.

When you are ready to leave the cause and effect
world, the Elemental Body can incarnate and live in
a Physical Body of its own, and progress.
The Elemental Body always looks like the Physical
Body, changing with each lifetime. The Flame
always remains the same and stays with the Spirit
between lifetimes.
While the body is growing in the womb, the
Elemental Body comes and watches over the baby,
molding it according to the Pattern for the coming
life experience. It has been programmed to know
the Karma which the Soul must overcome.
I, St. Germain, come with blessings from the
Hierarchy to explain more fully the Violet Flame
and the chart of the Tree of Life. I will not explain
creation; I am sure you can find avenues that will
explain this to your satisfaction.
By now you must realize you have built the Soul
Bodies of the physical body. The Soul must be
redeemed and you must have the desire to use the
Life-Energy (which people on Earth call God) that
lets you move and lets your being be used to glorify
the Holy Absolute, the Source of all creation.
The God, or perfect Life-Energy, is always the
same; you do not add to or take away Energy as it is
always giving forth the correct amount of Life

Force to maintain you wherever you are existing.
Now, the problem begins when you use the fivesense mind of the physical world. You then shut the
door and the Life Energy cannot flow evenly. By
mind-power you expand the energy and over-tax the
body. In time (and I am sure I do not need to
expound on this subject), you have exhausted your
limit; old age and diverse conditions appear.
These events have taken place through the ages of
time for each Soul on Earth. I might interject at this
point that the energy you create from mind-power,
you, of course, use to create every move and every
thought until you find you can no longer accomplish
the events you desire and find they do not satisfy
the ego. Then you begin to search for something
you do not know exists, but you know there has to
be something. As your desire grows stronger, you
receive as much
Love-Energy as you are capable of understanding.
Also, as much as your body can handle.
Remember you are now receiving pure Life-Energy
which is very potent and must be given slowly. All
life which is of your own creation is what you must
transmute. You can send Love and Light to them
and ask the Holy Spirit to reveal to them that they
are using life in a negative way and that they shall
have to transmute all that which they have created
... every word. Everything that you have ever done
in a negative way that was using the power of God

in the wrong way has been put into the soul, and
when it strikes you, when you hear it at all from any
point or place upon the earth, and it comes forth and
it raises an emotion within you, you know that same
thing exists in your soul and therefore must be
transmuted.
So, if you do not feel anything whatsoever, and you
do not join in the emotion of any of this, then you
may not have to do anything; only bless those
through the power of Jesus Christ that have
committed the negativity, as I would say.
That Life of Love that is within you shall continue
to grow and to blossom as you each use the Violet
Flame upon that which you yourself have created.
There has been also, "group Karma," to where you
will be in groups where you will find that there is a
lot of negativity and you must draw yourself away
from it and know that it gives you a feeling of
discomfort. The whole situation gives you
discomfort. So, you must transmute it. Everything
you have ever done will be brought up from the
cesspool of life into your consciousness to let you
know here, now I am appearing and I want to be
redeemed, so to speak.
When you hear within your own head,
conversations that you know are not well, you will
hear words, or things will come about, just
remember, this is not from the Christ-Self; it is

coming from the very soul that needs to be
redeemed. So right away, whatever negative
thought that you would have, you must transmute it.
You must know, dearly beloved ones, that as you
travel your life, if nothing bothers you whatsoever
and you let everyone do their own things and it does
not mean anything to you, then you have grown into
a beautiful being; this shows you are now in
command of your own Christ-Self, and the soul has
been redeemed. You are only living in the world;
you are not of it.
The Light of God that flows within each one knows
the only way you find the Light is by clearing the
emotional bodies. Then all which is of the Most
High can be given unto you. I, St. Germain, full of
Love and Light, that gives you this Light of Love
and Flame of overcoming,
I give it to you from the very Love of my Being. I
love you, I love you, and you are well on your way.
Blessings at this time. Amen and Amen
Inner Bodies
At the time of creation, as you have been told, you
were created perfect in the likeness of God, the
Holy of Holies, which was Spirit which is
changeable being one with all; the body not as you
are conceiving it within your physical mind as I
now am giving you this message. "Come unto me"
sayeth the Father within, and all things will be
added unto you, Meaning, "Yes Dear Ones, all

things large and small," great Wisdom containing
many Gifts of the Spirit. I, St. Germain, come only
to open the door, helping you to climb the mountain
of overcoming.
The time is now for everyone to awaken to the
Spirit within. We of the Hierarchy have the
privilege of helping because we have traveled the
same road. I am not to expand upon the creation nor
the Fall of Man. It is enough at this time to know
you were given Free Will and you, like the
"prodigal son," traveled away and created your own
world. The fall of man means man's self
consciousness glorifying only himself; as this
happened he became more dense. In the process, the
lower bodies were of his own thoughts taking on a
form that used the physical form
to function within. These of course must be
transmuted into pure Light. By worldly desires you
created them; now it is up to you to release them as
I have told you in a former message.
The world you live in is an illusion; the real World
is of Spirit found only within the I AM of you and
dwells within whatever realm you have attained by
searching for the God that dwells in the Most High
of your consciousness. Jesus said, "In my Father's
House are many mansions; I go to prepare a place
for you." As you grow having only one desire, out
of the Heart of God through the Power of Jesus you
find yourself dwelling in a high state of
consciousness or higher

mansion.
The inner bodies are explained by the chart.
God's Will
Many awaken to the Spiritual World by the way of
mind over matter, using their gift of Life to benefit
their worldly lives to become healthy, wealthy and
wise. We of the Hierarchy realize there are many
steps to be taken as you travel the Mountain of
Attainment. That is the reason we come to you with
this message; that time is running out and we have
been given the signal to help all those that will
listen. It is up to you. Do you wish to continue upon
the Wheel of Rebirth? If not, take heed to my
words.
Mind over matter means using any physical object
...meaning crystals, pendulums, etc., that will give
you false experiences: physical exercises,
visualizing, magic power such as physical prayers,
love, and manipulating others according to your
own desire as to what is right for them.
Clairvoyance and clairaudience when given to you
by the Spirit of God within you is a gift to be used
in secret and in silence, aided by the Holy Spirit.
Jesus said, "Ask and you shall receive." When
mankind prays from his Heart, the Angels of Mercy
hear the cry. Because of man's free will, the Lords

of Heaven cannot help unless someone in physical
form intercedes for them. Those that receive their
Gift from Spirit know they do not help by sending
Light and Love from the physical mind. They ask
the Holy Spirit to help those in need. The Holy
Spirit knows everyone's need and gives accordingly.
When mankind is ready to completely give up his
free will and let God lead the way, then there is no
need for an interceder.
Realize That of the Most High filters down through
your lower bodies and shall make you pure. The
Light of God that never fails, within each one, is the
Holy Spirit of Light; it is all-Powerful, all-Divine.
This Light opens the consciousness of your being,
and, as you apply it to yourself, the knowing of the
Most High comes within your mind. It shall be
revealed unto you that which is for you from your
own God-Self. The I AM THAT I AM of the Holy
Light of God holds forth the promise that is given
unto you at the time of your creation, and all things
shall be made perfect. Unto thee I bring the Light of
God so that we are all One, the Oneness of God, as
we approach the time of overcoming the world.
Relax in this Love and know only that which is
of God will perform within your life. So be it.
To be a perfect channel of Love and Light, all must
come from the Most High consciousness you have
attained. You then shall grow higher and higher
because you have kept the door of Light open and

can go forth into the very I AM of yourself and
bring forth from the Christ-Self of your own Being,
going forth into all eternity. The Light that shineth
within each one grows lighter and lighter. You shall
attract many unto you and have the pleasure to
gleam unto them the Will of God. How Blessed!
Praise your God, the Great I AM within. Release
your will, and find Peace.
Prophesy
You that are of the world now have waited a long
time, as time is to your mind. The struggle has been
long and heartbreaking, but your quest is almost
over. Graduation Day will soon be upon you. The
testing days are ahead, each one tested according to
their chosen way. Those that have desired Truth and
have proved themselves worthy reap the greatest
harvest.
Life is eternal; only one Life. Many feel life ends
with death. The Spirit never dies. The outer shell is
shed when it is no longer needed. The Spirit goes
home to rest; also to study in the realm of
consciousness it has attained. When it is ready to be
born again the Karmic Board shows it its new life in
the physical world; the school room of overcoming
cause and effect (Karmic).
Now is the time of testing, as I have said. The future
holds events that you will be amazed about. Some
worldly disasters, some wonderful Spiritual events

...you see bad, some good. Everyone will find
themselves in the midst of what they have earned.
You will have bad days and good days. No one can
escape. You will surely reap what you have sown.
Those who have attained a high degree will be
called upon to help awaken those that will listen. Do
not take it upon yourself to awaken others; the
Spirit within will let you know. Be about your own
search for a higher consciousness. There will be
teachers for all levels. The teachers will be chosen
that know, one does not continue to perform
physical phenomena ...that is just a step up the
ladder to the Absolute. Students must be taught
slowly. As the saying goes, spiritual food is fed as
you feed a baby; by spoonfuls, growing gradually to
be able to digest solid food.
As the world progresses the time comes when all
must leave the Earth, as it must move back to its
right position in order to function in its new position
in the universe. Those Souls that are to live upon it
will come back through the form of birth according
to the higher consciousness of the new world. I will
give that in detail in a later message.
I know you are concerned about where you will be
at the time the Earth is being put into the correct
orbit. Every soul on Earth will be saved as there are
many mansions, as Jesus told you, in God's
Heavens. Your spiritual growth will determine
where you will dwell. The Earth you

know now will be the home of those that have
overcome the cause and effect world. Many that are
advanced souls will dwell there also to help teach
new souls.
The worlds of the universe always are the dwelling
places for many levels of consciousness. The plan
of each soul must progress slowly. The Light of
God within works in mysterious ways and is
revealed as each one is ready to understand.

Vibrations
The events of the world have a great effect upon life
as all are vibrations. The mighty men of "mental
thinking" give out the vibrations that control the
world. Many are in high positions of your
government. Many do not have the interest of the
people at heart. Their own selfish interest is their
only desire. The only way for them to be handled is
for all of the ones of higher consciousness to pray in
silence asking the Holy Spirit to surround them with
the Violet Light. They will soon be put where they
deserve; also the chain of cause and effect will be
broken between those that are caught in this group
Karma.
The Violet Light penetrates the physical mind as a
purifier and cleanses your bloodstream. It does not
take away your cause and effect; it just cleanses

your physical mind and brings a desire to search
and find something, you know not what, but you
will surely find.
So many in the world need this awakening. Do you
see the missions you can perform? You must
understand that not everyone will awaken to the
same degree. There will always be differences in
consciousness. But it will help a great deal to
relieve the heaviness of the vibrations upon the
planet and bring a great blessing to all.
Vibrations of higher Beings expand the
consciousness of mankind. Where this occurs, man
begins to receive how to better himself. Your world
is receiving books upon books that are to help
people find a better way of life ...all explaining
physical ways to accomplish their worldly desire.
This, of course, is only a step up; they are not aware
that the God-Self is drawing them into the Perfect
Self. The God within never rests; It is like a great
magnet drawing you unto Itself. This, given in
different words, is like the story of the Prodigal
Son. The Father gives free will, knows the child
must know all the Power of himself (the Father),
experiencing it for himself (the son) learning from
the mistakes he (the son) makes. All the time the
child is away from his Father's home, the Father
holds the concept of his safe return home. This
concept is Love, a magnet so strong that it will
finally break through the worldly dense
consciousness and, little by little, he grows from

truth to Truth until he realizes it is of his own
selfish desire to create just for his own self
aggrandizement that the desire to find the perfect
way ever comes upon him, and he becomes humble
and finds his way Home.
Death
Some on Earth have no concept of the meaning of
death. You are given to express great joy at the birth
of a child and grief at the death of a child, young or
old. There are some nationalities that rejoice when
the soul leaves the body and grieve at the birth.
When a soul decides to come to Earth, it is not for
enjoyment; it is very serious and sometimes has
very heavy Karma. They are aware of this and have
been prepared in Spirit and sent forth well equipped
with Love. It isn't easy to leave the Spirit World of
Love and Contentment knowing what you are to
face during your Earth life. As the Spirit enters the
physical body, the door of memory closes, giving
the Spirit a new start. In the case of many souls that
have little to overcome, they are aware of what is
called Eternal Memory. This can be a blessing, or it
can be a curse. These souls have a great burden as
the testing is great. If they use the Eternal Memory
in a worldly way and glorify
themselves, their Karma is tripled. If they pass the
test and use the gift of Eternal Memory to glorify
the Spirit of God and lift up their fellow men, they
will be glorified when leaving the Earth.

Everyone on Earth is being tested in some way or
other; some more than others. Some are just babes
as far as Spiritual growth and are not given much to
overcome. They learn by making decisions that
bring forth either a negative or positive reaction.
When it is time for the Spirit to leave the school
room and go back home, it is time for great
rejoicing in the Spirit World. They are welcomed
back with great Love and are shown their progress,
and also where they could have done better. They
now deserve a rest. If the Karma has been heavy
and they passed from worldly life into Spirit
willingly, without fear, they are required to rest a
while to remove all worldly thought forms.
Sometimes we of the Hierarchy will penetrate the
correct way to treat the dying souls of Earth. It is
beginning to be known, but it must come into the
consciousness of the medical doctors. They must
learn they are not to prolong life, as physical life is
not the important issue. When someone that you
love dies, do not mourn or grieve; be happy. They
are released and you will meet them again
sometime. In the meantime, your "memory door"
can remain open and you can feel their love because
love never dies; it is always with you.
The word "death" has been used only since the
organizing of religious groups. It is like many other
words and also customs that you take for truth, but
are only someone's idea of how to express a certain
idea. The word death is in the Bible because

translators put it there. Of course, their words were
in the language of the country they lived in, the
same as now, each meaning the physical body had
been cast off and the Spirit released. The word has
fear and unhappiness connected to it. This should be
changed, and it will. Some of higher consciousness
already feel this, so the use of the word "transition"
will be used more and more. Do not confuse
"transition" with "ascension." Transition means
changing from one state of being to another;
Ascension means arising to perfection ...no more
dwelling in the consciousness of duality (cause and
effect).
The fear of death must be overcome. It should be
welcomed as a time of releasement. No matter the
cause or time or place; when the time arrives you
will transcend, as that was the plan set in motion
when you were born. Everyone has the right to
transcend in whatever way they choose as this also
is a part of their Karma or overcoming. Those that
interfere with this bring Karma upon themselves.
The way the physical body is laid to rest in your
world should be to satisfy the consciousness of
those that are left behind. There is something that
can be learned from this.
All will eventually learn that cremation is the best
way. If the one that has made the transition made a
plan, then it should be according to their desire.
They are free and happy, all of Love and Light

within the Mind of God. All of worldly cause and
effect is left behind, to be picked up again in their
next incarnation. They deserve a rest; also to go to
school in a high spiritual schoolroom to prepare
them for their next incarnation, each time learning
and gleaning so as to open them fully to the Holy
Spirit of God.
Marriage
Before you were drawn down into the abyss of the
world, you were a Divine Spirit, completely one
with your Source ...male and female, yet one, drawn
together as one Flame (the separation came when
entering into the world of cause and effect). When a
new Soul was to come into
being, light rays from the parents brought a full
grown individual. The process was to bring forth
souls that would dwell together in harmony to
glorify the Great power of the Absolute. It was a
plan of Great Power, and all knew how to use God's
Power, creating many wonderful, beautiful birds,
flowers, etc.
You have many of these creations on your world
now as the Source has been with us always and
many high souls have tapped into it.
The process of going into a less refined body came
about gradually. With it was brought sensualism of
physical enjoyment between the male and female,
forgetting the sensation of Love from the Heart

Centre to the I AM Centre. Soon what you call sex
overwhelmed the people. They became as an
animal, feasting on passion, and they fell into an
abyss which brought forth lust and created animals.
Man mated with what he had created, bringing forth
creatures half-human and half-animal. The Gods of
creation looked upon this and decreed that man
bring forth his own likeness and animals each from
their own likeness.
You must always look ahead, letting the past be
transmuted when it confronts you in whatever form
it appears, for many on earth are now reaping their
Karma with animals. All must be transmuted into
great Love.
Let us move on to the subject of marriage. Believe
me when I say your present and your past is
connected with everyone who has been male and
female in lifetimes past, all guilty of the same acts.
The male of the race was the head or power over the
female; some also had great power
over kingdoms ...their desire was to rule over all
conditions. Women were only for their pleasure.
She was his slave. The ceremony you call
"marriage" was performed long before Jesus came,
but for only the so-called "high rulers" and their
heirs. The common people did as they pleased,
many having a gathering of friends to let all know
they had committed themselves to one another.
There were many wedding feasts such as this; it was
at such a feast that Jesus turned the water into wine,

so to speak. You must realize, at that time water
was scarce; many drank juice even if it had
fermented; it was not considered good or evil. If one
drank too much fermented juice, he paid the price.
Only a few knew of the law of good and evil.
The Master Jesus came with Love to reach all of the
people, not just a few. The old customs gave way to
new customs. Of course, there still remained ones
that considered themselves the rulers of the people;
and to do this they needed rules and regulations to
hold power over them. They created great fear of
what some called "God." This was the start of what
you call religion ...great ceremonies of all kinds
were conducted by the High Priest of the church
who gave their consent. If they felt it was not right,
they refused to perform the ceremony. Many were
married that had never known each other. The
woman was to give herself in all ways according to
the desire of her husband. Man was given
permission to carry on as he pleased. To be a man
was a great honor; to be a woman was to be a tool
to be used for man's pleasure. It has not been so
long ago that woman began to come into her own.
Why? Because within each one's memory is the
thought patterns of these past lives as male or
female.. They begin to awaken, so a gradual change
began. I am sure you are aware of this. The ones
that were the High Priests of the past are still
holding plans where they can control their
congregation as ministers and priests, still ruling in
a worldly way. So you see, marriage is only a rule

of churches, started long ago. The marriage of man
and woman is controlled by Spirit. You come
together only for overcoming of the past. Some
meet and marry many times, all for reason which is
their Karma and no one has the right to question it.
All ones on earth are of different consciousness,
each growing as they live the life they have chosen,
so condemn not one. Whether they feel they want to
marry or not makes no difference as to their
commitment to each other. I do say as Jesus said,
you pay unto Caesar what is Caesar's and unto
Spirit that which is Spirit's. The law says to marry,
or else all you have when you pass on will be given
to the state. If there are children, they need to be
protected by worldly law. Also, you must learn to
keep worldly laws before you can keep spiritual
laws. But, of course, that would not be the world
worldly, now would it? You are in a schoolroom to
learn. Those that love in a Spiritual way will not
love in a physical way. Until you have grown into
the Spiritual way, let all things be. Your desire of
perfection and the purity of God within will release
all of the lower animal instincts within you and
raise you into a Being of God.
Visions And Dreams
Let us explore within the mind of man. You have
been told that which is within you is greater than
that which is in the world. This is true and each one
will have the desire to search for this when the time
is right.

The Power of God abiding in the Christ-Self of
mankind is overflowing with Love that contains all
Wisdom. The desire of the carnal mind of man ...the
life it has created... will manifest until they realize
the world and all that dwells therein is leading them
around in circles ...events never being solved,
healings that do not last... the enemy fear always
being with them. They blame God for all their
problems, or blame each other, always living in an
up and down world. All thoughts and deeds are
within your soul; all good and evil. The higher soul
contains your love and deeds of kindness. The
unkind deeds and all cause and effect of negativity,
or, as the world calls it, "sin" or "Satan," dwells
within the lower soul and must be redeemed.
The life you chose when you decided to have the
experience of all knowledge was granted unto you,
as was your own free will. The thoughts and
feelings led you into many avenues of endeavors.
Slowly mankind forgot his Source, and there his
troubles began. The world has gone through many,
many civilizations, many great empires; all have
been made by the Power of God given to man as his
birthright. And man became so blind in his search
for Power, he used his birthright for all evil
adventures; all have been guilty. The Satan of each
life-stream must be purged and purified. The God
within is that part of mankind that could never be
corrupted by man's free will; the Love it contains
will always overpower the Satan inside.

You grow in the likeness of God that is your own
God-Self; the I AM of your identity. Within each
individual there are thought patterns created by your
own power of visualization that register within the
lower soul. You see, you have created your own
world by visualizing worldly desires, and they have
manifested. Some of your desires which you
thought would bring you happiness brought forth
grief. As you have grown from lifetime to lifetime
and lived through your grief, you have earned a
certain degree of happiness that was given from the
God-Self.
Without this from the God of Love within, you
would never know the difference between good and
evil. When you grow to a certain degree of
awareness, the soul plays back in picture form what
you created. The higher Soul, or over-soul, has
great compassion and will intercede and show it in
parables, not showing all that you did, so as not to
build an emotion on an emotion. This is a way you
can redeem yourself using the Law or Love and
Forgiveness, transmuting all through the Power of
the Violet Flame. The world calls this "dreams." So
be aware of your dreams.
The next experience that we will call a dream is
really you being aware of being in the Spirit World
as your physical body remains asleep in the world
worldly. This is very important as this is where you
are learning many lessons of wisdom from the inner
schools and retreats. The visions in pure color that

you never forget are given from the Christ-Self as
the gifts given to you to use for the glory of God.
You always had them, but when you forgot your
Source and claimed them as your own, they became
as thorns in your side. You must realize that all that
is of God that is revealed as a vision must manifest
upon your world where it can reveal God to the
world.
Precipitation
Precipitation is the word used in the world worldly
to express the manifestation of Spiritual elements
changed into worldly elements. In other words, the
manifestation of Spirit.
There are many forms of precipitation; the greatest
and the most desirable is the giving and receiving of
mankind. It is called "universal supply." All must
learn to give with Love, not expecting any rewards,
releasing what was given to the receiver to use as
they desire. The receiver must also receive with
Love, also giving to someone else. All must give
with no thought that any substance given or
received belongs to them. The Source must be
praised. Jesus told
us, as you give, so shall you receive. This Is
Important. Many with unawakened consciousness
give begrudgingly so do not receive a blessing;
others give willingly so do receive a blessing; both
know not why. Blest are those that search and find
God, their Source within.

The precipitation of worldly material from one
place to another is sensational manifestation of
Spirit using someone in physical form to perform
the act. In other words, the Power of the Most High
is being used to glorify self and that is wrong.
Precipitation of Spiritual elements into worldly
elements, for the good of man, which is being
performed by highly developed Spiritual Beings
existing in human form and manifesting in a humble
way with knowledge of their Source, is a gift and
must only be used in an emergency. Jesus used this
Power many times for many reasons. Many High
Souls are dwelling on your Earth who will
precipitate the needs of those of lesser
consciousness when the great need comes.
Now, as to "Spirit" repairing physical machinery
...when the problem is not due to breakage nor
negligence of the physical owner... Spirit can help
in many ways. Minor repairs are performed by laser
beams used by many of those that come in space
ships. Also, Spirit Beings guide the hands of those
who have chosen a related vocation as their life's
work. Many times it is your Higher Soul that is
guiding their hands. You see, all on Earth are being
taken care of in many ways. The
important message I must give unto you is to just
relax and know the God within will perform in the
best way for each one on Earth. You just relax and
accept the way that is for you as that is the Divine
way. Many lessons are learned and many souls are

drawn together as you travel life's highway. In
human form, the ways of Spirit are performed
according to your consciousness, not to your faith.
Faith is only the believing in something which you
know not of; and you can be led down the wrong
path. As I have said, relax and let the Holy Spirit
lead you, bringing unto you that which has been
prepared for you by your own I AM Presence,
performed by your Christ-Self.
Precipitation has many means, as I have said unto
you, and it is given for those that love the Lord. It is
given as a gift to help only that which is of the Holy
Spirit. As you go forth in life and grow, there will
be a time when you will know within your own
being that God within gives all things unto you.
Yes. Precipitation of Wisdom; Precipitation of
Light, of Faith, of all the attributes which are of the
Most High, knowing, my beloved ones on Earth, all
that is given to
you, you are being the receiver or the precipitator,
or what word you use in your world, to be the one
who receives from the Most High. It is very
important that I give unto you the knowledge that
you must be aware that your lower bodies can
precipitate false information unto you, and all things
will not be well with you if you follow that which is
of the lower self. Be aware as you go forth into your
world that so you do not give forth anything that is
not of the very highest. As we
have said before so many times, you have the right
to demand that you receive only out of the Heart of

God through the Power of Jesus and the Source that
is most high within your own self; your own ChristSelf joins with this great Power and you are one
with it. We definitely know, in our realm, that not
everyone upon your Earth has grown unto this
development. But, my beloved ones, those that do
not will stay at a certain point and will give to those
that need upon
whatever avenue, or the place that they are in,
according to how they have overcome their misused
Karma and have grown into the receiving from their
higher Self. It is important that you know that there
will be very few that will receive and precipitate
into the world the most high messages for man.
Search and find only those that will give unto you
of the Higher Source. Now, you say, "How do I
know? How can I be sure? It is your right; and you
should know that you must test the Spirit. Testing
the Spirit is very important to those on Earth; That
only that which is of the Most High will be able to
be brought unto you. If it does not make complete
sense unto you, then, do not abide by it. All Light
and Love and the Power of God within. And as the
time
is short and there are many things coming about in
your world, you will find great confusion. You must
be of peace of mind; you must know that you must
be at peace with your self which is peace of mind.
The Light of God that is within you shall blossom
forth to where you may be able to be a giver of
great Wisdom. And there will be many that will
follow you because they hunger for Truth. The

Spirit within and those that lead all mankind will
lead those that deserve to those that give from the
Most High. The Most High of those of
consciousness that are to receive and give forth
Wisdom to those of a lesser consciousness, they
also will be led and will go and journey and walk
the Earth to give that which is of the Most High to
mankind.
Great is the Wisdom that will be given unto your
world. Be prepared because great events will take
place, and many wonders will appear. Be prepared.
That is what I say. Love and Peace, I bring.

Superstition
As we explore the world in search of Truth, we are
led through the vast gamut of negative thoughts that
man has created. These thoughts rule their lives and
they live in constant fear. Their problems multiply
and multiply until they lose hold of the Truth of
God within. As man has always had to have
something to worship, his mind created and brought
forth his desire.
Great power grew as certain ones became rulers.
They ruled through fear, teaching their subjects
false beliefs that held them captive. These beliefs
became truth to the people. These false beliefs are
what you now call "superstitions." Many on Earth
today are held captive to these beliefs. You can

differentiate between the true and false by this
method... Truth has no emotion of fear; It brings
peace; you feel free within your being.
"Superstition" is false and negative, bringing
an emotion of fear, unhappiness, and a desire to
search for someone in physical form to protect you.
There are many on your Earth who are using
superstitions, (although they will not admit it...
some are not even aware they are doing it) the same
as those in ages past, only in more modern ways,
even using the guise of religion. Send the Holy
Spirit to them, as their Power is greater on Earth
than ever before. Some that were in Power ages ago
are now in Power today. They must awaken to their
evil ways if they are to go with the Earth into the
new age. This is why they are on Earth today,
although they are not aware of it.
Truth is created by God's Power, having no
beginning and no end. Superstition is created by
man's thinking, having a beginning and an end.
I will not go into all of the different ways and deals
of being superstitious because most of the things in
life which are of a negative way, or are of the
worldly world, are superstitions. I would
not have time to number them. Just relax, my loved
ones, and know that the Light of God that is within
will carry you forth into that which you need, and
all shall be taken care of, and you need not fear that
of the world which may bring forth superstitions of

this or that within your mind.
Fear is at the bottom of all of that which is
superstitious, and that which is of God is not fear.
God is Love. As time goes on, all things will take
place within each soul as they release this fear along
with that which is of the world worldly; then what
we call superstitions will be erased from your mind
and no more will you live in this depth of the world,
and you will erase all of that which is of the great
power that you have created yourself and bring
Love and Light. The Promise of God is within your
own heart; it is not within your mind. Remember
this. The heart speaks; the heart is Love; the heart
gives you peace of mind, and the mind carries you
down
the avenues of fear and brings forth resentments and
brings forth worldly events that will clothe you with
pangs of anxiety and will bind you with chains of
all kinds of things; of all kinds of negative words
that I need not tell you. All you need to know, you
know that these words are within your world. Erase
these from your mind and let God fill your mind
from your God-Self and let it be, and let your mind
be used by the greatness of what is within you.
Listen. Listen...to
that which God has to say unto you. If you do not
receive as one that is close unto their God-Self and
you're not quite ready to be completely open to his
Word, then you have to listen to what we call your
heart. There is an intuition that will tell you that this
is right, or this is wrong; and you shall know that

the right way has nothing to do with that which is of
the superstition that man has
placed in so many beautiful, wonderful things. Like
the beloved moon. The moon has nothing to do at
all with that which is a Divine part of you. Yes, it
has something to do as far as the physical body if
you seek it that way; you can be pulled by it. You
can be pulled into what is already a superstition that
it can bring unhappiness unto you, but if you feel
love and you feel that which is of the God within,
the moon will also mean love unto you; it will also
take altogether a different meaning. So you see, you
are within a world that you can accept and know
that everything has its counterpoint; everything can
be used one way or the other - it is up to you as to
whether you let
love rule that which you live and the world you live
in, or if you let the opposite rule you and you live in
that world. It is the Love of God that is within your
own self that raises you up into the consciousness to
where you will accept that no matter what it is, that
it has no power over you.
There are many things, my loved ones, that you
must remember and know as time goes on. The
Light of God shall never fail. The Light of God
shall never fail... that which is of your Earth right
now.
The Light of God that comes forth as the Causal
Body and is then transferred into what you call the
Christ-Self, brings forth many things unto the

world. It is this Causal Body, full of Light, that
gives Blessings to the world by the different
Masters. The different Masters give that whatever
of Love or Light is within their consciousness. It is
from this Causal Body that I have given that
which is of the Flame of Violet. I gave it from my
Violet, the Flame within my Causal Body, and it
has great power. It passes down through your
Christ-Self and into your whole physical being. It is
given unto you so you may transmute all the
misused energy you have caused and brought about.
It passes as purity down to the Christ, and it goes
through the High Soul and then it stays there to be
used at the time you are to awaken and know that
you yourself have to transmute what you have done
that has built the lower soul and the lower bodies,
but it remains in the Higher Soul Body until you
begin to use it. As you begin to use it and you
transmute and you send it back to be reused, it can
then be used by the Christ-Self, or it can be used by
the
Higher Soul-Self.
The Higher Soul-Self is also using the Etheric Body
to dwell within, the same as the Lower Soul is using
the Etheric Body. It is something that is a little bit
difficult to thoroughly understand, but I wanted you
to know that this is the way that it passes down
through, into you, and it will come forth into your
physical body. I also want you to know that that is
how it is re-used. I had penetrated (here I digress a
bit) the Violet Flame into the ground, into the Earth,

that it may be able to be drawn up through the
bottom of your feet and brought up into your body
to be transmuted. You may use it as it comes up
through the feet ... up into your physical body ... and
it is coming forth then for you to use to transmute
with. Then, you send it back to the God-Self,
meaning the Christ-Self and the Higher Soul Body
which are still the higher part of you.
Do you understand?
This is something that is difficult to penetrate into
the physical mind. After you have transmuted it ...
although I put it into the Earth for your use ... you
send it back. When you send it back, you
are sending what I have given unto you plus the
misused energy of your own self, then I let it go
back into your Higher Self and come forth within
your own physical self to be used by you for you to
gleam and to help mankind.
Then, if you do not use it to help mankind, you are
remaking the same thing over again, and you will
have to keep re-transmuting if you have not
thoroughly done it completely right and have let it
fall back down into the lower bodies to become a
thought pattern again. That is the way so many do.
They transmute and transmute; they send it back,
and then it comes back down again and then they
re-use it; instead of re-using it in the right way, they
re-use that which was sent back in a negative way
and it is just a vicious circle of going back and

forth. It should flow to where everything that you
do as you lead your life ... as it comes down through
you ... it should be used in the way that is to glorify
God and when you do this, everything then is
perfect within you. But that takes time, because you
are not quite at the point to where you have
overcome all that which is of the lower bodies.
When you get to the consciousness where you have
this complete ... all of this ... then all will flow and
there will be no desire ever for you to use the
energy in any other way than to just glorify God.
You will not be thinking ever of glorifying anybody
else or doing anything that is wrong because your
consciousness has changed into
pure God-consciousness. But in meantime, it has to
be done over and over ... keep transmuting and
sending it back. This is the way it will work until
you finally have made the grade.
All things are possible with man, but he must go
through his trials and tribulations, and he must learn
that these things are his own responsibility ... that
neither the Hierarchy nor the God within nor the
Christ-Self ... nothing can help you at all until you
have really learned your lesson by not re-creating
what you have already transmuted. And you will
transmute and transmute and transmute until you
learn not to pick it up and do the same thing over
again. It is difficult I know, but each time you do it
... each time you do anything like this ... you will
grow through the process of doing it. So keep it up,
because eventually you'll hit a point to where you

will
wonder ... You'll get up sometime and you'll think,
"Well, why didn't I think about that before?" or
"Why am I thinking today in a different way? Why
am I not worrying about tomorrow? Here I was
worrying before, now I'm not worrying." Finally,
you've got it all and your consciousness has
changed and you have grown to the point to where
you will not use God's Energy wrong anymore.
You'll drift along with the energy of Love and
Light. The Love and the Light that is within your
heart will always blossom and bloom through Love
as your thoughts become closer to Love. And that's
the way your world will be. And it can be roses and
it can be Love; it can be all these things, but yet you
can still be going through the trials.
If you will just transmute fear and know that you
have no fear at all about what you are going
through. You have no negative feeling of what you
are going through; you know that the Sun is always
shining behind that cloud. You know that the cloud
will pass and the roses will bloom
and you will know that the Life that is within you
shall blossom the same as the rose.
The rose blossoms and gleams at the same time
whether there is a cloud or whether there is a sunny
day; whether there is rain or whether it is shining, it
always blooms just the same.

Twin Rays - Soul Mates
There is so much confusion in your world
concerning Twin Rays and Soul
Mates. The difference is great, the truth must be
revealed.
Twin Rays
Twin Rays were at one time one Flame, True Spirit
before they ventured forth into a cause and effect
world to experience the world of duality. The Flame
or Spirit separated, becoming Male and Female,
each setting out on a journey to learn Truth. You
might question this, but when you realize (even as
you read my message), to know Truth, you must
have something to compare it with. Great are the
trials man has lived through to learn this most
important lesson.
Let me go back to where the Spirit separated. Yes,
one became male, the other female. In a natural
progress they grew further and further apart, each
exploring and experiencing creation. My
explanation is short, but their progress was long
indeed. The plan that we all live by was ordained by
the Absolute (higher unknown Source): that we live
in the now and we live as the pendulum swings,
from high to low. What a blessing.
Many times along your journey you have

relationships with your Twin Ray, but are not aware
of it, always just learning and gleaming as your
consciousness leads you.
The Flame, when complete, before separating, was
pure Spirit ... not having separate bodies. The first
separation formed the Causal Body, being just light
containing pure Energy. Advancing further into the
unknown, the Christ-Self was created. It was to be
the pattern for the entity to perform within the
Power of The Absolute. The entity dwelt within
what you know of as the Garden of Eden.
There it ate of the Tree of Knowledge and began to
know that there was good and evil. When that
happened, a new body was created; it is what you
call the Soul. It was to contain the consciousness of
all good and evil ... God and Satan as the world
calls it. To explain to the world their inner Self,
names have been created. The name "Etheric"
means bridge dividing the pure Spirit consciousness
from the impure, worldly consciousness. The
Etheric holds the memory of everything you have
ever done. God is the High Soul; the evil, the Low
Soul. The Low Soul
created lower bodies so as to perform within the
dense form of what you call the physical. Mental
body is intellectual, obtaining wisdom from worldly
concepts, living and creating their own world, and
forgetting God Power as their Source. The physical
consciousness is mostly emotions, fears that beget
many thought forms, all created by your own desire

to live your own will.
Soul Mates
Let me digress a bit. As you journey along the way
to experience all of the great Power that was within
the one true Flame that Jesus called I AM, you
passed through many experiences. Some souls you
met and had wonderful lifetimes with, as you were
kindred souls dwelling in the same consciousness of
the Higher Soul.
In the Lower Soul you are drawn together to
overcome what the world calls Karma. This has
been explained over and over. Each one must
transmute or live through what they have created
having full knowledge of using their pure Energy
Flame to glorify their own sensations. There are
ones on your Earth today that have lived through
the complete cycle and several times have had the
right to join their Twin Flame and work at higher
cosmic levels, but, because of the ending of an age,
came back to help mankind and got caught up in
worldly Karma. They will remain until all is
completed. And when the new age is well on its
way, they will be united with their Flame. Each
completed Flame has a certain mission to perform
and a time that is right to perform it. Some on your
Earth will meet their higher Soul Mate and do great
work for the new age ... will dwell in the new age
and be one with their Twin ray later.
So, I do say to all on Earth, all is divinely planned

for those that love the most High I AM that is
within; it is so ordained. You are manifesting into
the world truth that you have obtained by living a
cause and effect life. Now, knowing all of God
within, you are Wisdom, the Ancient of Days. Do
not search for your mate; let the Spirit lead, as you
shall be drawn together either to overcome, or to
gleam your love to all mankind.
Masters
The world is very confused concerning those that
have overcome the world of duality. The word
"Master" means to excel, to overcome some
obstacle, or to rule. Also those that have lived
many, many lifetimes and have paid their own debt
to life and have gone on to Higher Realms. They are
teachers of the Earth.
I am St. Germain; many say I am an "Ascended
Master." Well, that is not quite right. Yes, I earned
the right to dwell in a Higher Realm. When I say I
earned the right, I mean as I overcame my Karma
by the Grace of God, I ascended (meaning to rise
higher). Each time you overcome thoughts of the
carnal mind, even while living within the physical
body, you ascend (or rise in consciousness). You
are ascending all the time.
When the time comes that you have lived through
all that you have created, you ascend into a Higher
Realm. Many that have attained a high degree of

Spiritual knowledge through worldly teaching and
have visions, or bring forth messages from Spirit,
consider themselves "Living Masters." This is false.
They are still in duality. The students of these
Living masters feel certain that their teachers, at the
time of death, have made an ascension as Jesus did,
when actually they have only transcended into a
higher realm according to their ascended
consciousness. I give you a new word: "Transcend."
To "Transcend" means to surmount or to change
form; it has to do with the body your Spirit dwells
within. Ascension is the consciousness, the
perfecting of the carnal mind into the Absolute
Mind where no though is. It is the Silent Sea of
nothingness.
The Higher Realms are the dwelling place of many,
many that have overcome. There are many levels of
ascended thought. We come to Earth because we
love all of God's children, remembering full well
our own trials. If it wasn't for the love of those that
went on before us, we would not have progressed as
we did.
We dwell in groups you call "Brotherhoods." We
have our government called "Hierarchy" (as above,
so below). You have wondered why we give
different levels of messages. We must reach each
person in their own level of consciousness. As they
grow, we give more and more Higher truths. Truth
never changes. Truth is in the mind of carnal man;
as man grows, he receives a higher meaning of

Truth. By the time he transcends, he has ascended
into Wisdom. Now he will grow into a greater
Wisdom.
Jesus gave the examples of what I am telling you.
He transcended from the cross, arose from the
physical body as Spirit, and dwelt with those who
loved him. They knew him in Spirit and could see
and hear him. Then he made what the world called
"ascension." He really made another transition as
the body changed into pure light. The mind of the
man, Jesus, was always ascending into Wisdom. He
said we would all do the same as he.
Now for information about a Higher ascension.
Now, it will be an ascension when the Twin Flames
come together and decide what they feel right for
them. They can go on into higher Cosmic Realms
and never come back to Earth, or one may come
back, the other not, but will remain in Realms close
to Earth as teachers and guides.
We have names, as that is how man can know us.
Really, in our world we know each other by
vibration. We are all one, gathered together in
groups, being mostly of one consciousness as you
are also on Earth. We know you by your light and
also by your vibrations. We can read your minds
and know when it is right to receive us.
Remember, we do not call ourselves "Masters."
Jesus was called Master by his disciples. Jesus said,

"I AM That I AM." Many of the Hierarchy have
walked the Earth in physical form. They are there to
spread Light and Love, not to be known by man. If
you are really in tune with them, you shall know
them but will not expose them. They come in
Divine Humility. Bless you, and I say Love and
Light be unto you..
Spiritual Gifts
Ye that first seek and find the Kingdom of God
shall surely find Him and see Him face to face, says
your Bible. Yes, and all Wisdom added to you;
Wisdom given as Gifts that man of his carnal mind
cannot comprehend. Now the word "find" is very
important. Many seek, but do
not know what it means to seek; so when they seek
(or search) for a Spiritual God, they search with
worldly practices. They will always find a false
God. "God's Kingdom" is not of this world; so
search ye not there but go within; that is where he
dwells. He is a personal God.
I now change the word "He," as God has no gender.
God IS; just an Absolute Power of Energy. This
Energy is what man calls "Spirit" and it gives us
life. I am giving you a very short explanation, but as
you search, never being satisfied with worldly ego,
you shall surely find.
Of course, all will truly find some time. You have
all Eternity to search.

Many great Beings that have gone on before you,
having lived through their own creation, are now
dwelling in their ascended consciousness. Meaning
they have found their Source (God) within; they are
known as God's. They are pure Love, giving of their
Power and Wisdom to help mankind, always
thinking of others, forgetting self.
I tell now of Gifts that are given to man. These Gifts
are already Within, just waiting for the right time to
come forth. The true disciples that let the Holy
Spirit within prepare the way are the ones that will
bring forth Truth, always growing into higher
truths. It takes many lifetimes to develop a true
disciple, as they must be strong in faith, not worldly
... mouth-spoken-faith, but Spiritual faith, being
steady as a rock, never wavering when tempted by
fame or worldly gain.
Now I tell of your power to receive your gifts of
seeing, hearing, what your world calls clairvoyance
and clairaudience, also discernment of Spirits. What
I have to tell you now is very important. Many upon
your Earth are now awakening to the Spirit. It is
now time, and the
Spirit will break through. Many are not aware of the
dangers they face. All are guided to someone that
can protect them, yet many fail to recognize the
right path, as they, in their worldly life, are not
really keeping worldly laws and can be tempted into
worldly ways of spiritual growth. You say why does
the Spirit of Truth break through these when they
are not ready? It is now a time of great attainment,

the coming of a new age. Many are very close, so
are given a chance to see if they are strong enough
to follow the right path. I must say that you who
understand and are working for their true Spirit to
come forth must hold a concept of the Power of
Truth and Light revealing itself within their
consciousness. Then relax and let the Holy Spirit
do the work.
The awakening into the unknown can be very
confusing because changes are taking place within
the physical body. First strange sensations flow
through your body. They are of the Spirit within.
You call them vibrations. The Spirit knows it is
time for an awakening. The body must change; it
must become a Light in a world of darkness. The
glands of the body become as windows, letting the
Light of God fill the body. This is a slow process
and only the Spirit knows how to regulate this
progress. Mankind is always in a hurry to expand
his ego. There are always ones who will lend you a
helping hand in a progression through worldly
exercises, decrees, and mantras; this teaching is
spreading like wildfire upon the Earth today. It is,
of course, a start; these worldly teachers must be
blessed by the Holy Spirit. It is the mission of all
those of a Higher Consciousness to intercede for
them.
All teachers of Spirit have Spiritual Gifts. The
difference is the way they use them. The true
teacher also has great Wisdom and knows to relax

and let these gifts come forth according to the Will
of the Most High Power (called God) within,
knowing it is not of their own physical mind or
desire. Then they will receive more and more Truth
and grow in Light and Love as they serve their
fellowman.
Meditation
Be still and know that I am God.
When the physical mind is busy with worldly
thoughts and the body is in constant motion, the
energy of our I AM Presence is being scattered in
all directions and you become very tired.
Many in the world are beginning to realize they
need to rest more, so meditation has become
popular; not performed correctly, at least it is a
start.
The correct way is very simple. For those that are
beginners, it is important to learn to relax the
physical body. First, learn to breathe correctly. For
example, breathe in through the nose, expanding the
diaphragm; then, hold it as long as it's comfortable.
Next, with the mouth open, release the breath
slowly. Do this several times each day until you feel
comfortable with it. Later, plan a time when you
can be alone. The position of the body should be
according to the way you feel most comfortable.
Now, tense your body; then let it go. Feel as if you

are falling apart. Repeat this several times. Get up,
shake yourself, and go about your business. Soon
you will combine these movements and the next
step is not for you; it will be the Spirit within that
will take over. Do not try in any physical exercise to
quiet the mind. Let it be, bringing forth positive or
negative thoughts. Transmute the negative. In this
way you will grow into higher consciousness. You
see, you are going within to find your true Self. The
way within must be cleared of your misused energy
before you can reach the point of the "Eye of the
Storm" where all is peace and silence ... the Peace
that passeth all understanding.
When you have reached this point, it is important to
find as many times a day as possible to sit in
Silence. Take not a worldly thought or desire
within. Remember you are to, "Be still and know
that I AM God"; that I know already what is best for
you. I add all things, great and small, according to
your need. You are an extension of Me. My Will,
not your physical will, be done. Remember, I AM
Love, Perfect Love, and no evil shall befall you.
As you dwell in this consciousness, you dwell in
constant meditation knowing all of the trials of the
physical are false; you are being perfected of body
and the Christ Mind leads the way. So relax; praise
the God within, and let things be.
Sensation

When the ego was perfect in consciousness, there
was no sensibility. The Flame of Light was brought
forth in the likeness of the Parent Flame. They were
beautiful to behold. Yes ... as you would behold
them now. Yet they did not know, as all was One
within their world. As eternity moved on, the Flame
separated into the unknown. In the beginning, the
Flames were aware of their Source. There was no
mind as you know it today.
The progress was slow; the Flames thought they
made great strides forward; yet all the time were
falling away from the Creator. The inner bodies
were created by desires for self-satisfaction,
gratification. The problems that occurred were the
substance of the physic or lower self. The Soul took
form, having the consciousness of both Good and
Evil. It was the beginning of what you call mind. As
it began the process of creating more thought forms,
that led to the
creation of a physical dense body where all could
express themselves in a world of flesh, as you know
it today.
The mind is a function used by man to give form to
his desires. Sensations play a great part in forming
habits that cause us to create Karma. Sensations can
be also Spiritual as well as worldly. Mind can also
be Spiritual; the process following the same
patterns. Only the habits we form lead us to the God
within and release us from the world.

To fantasize, or imagine, brings sensations that
breed desire for worldly, also spiritual, experience
to manifest within your world. They are not of the
God within. The God within fulfills all desire
according to your Plan of Life.
Channels
All is one ... the world that you dwell in and the
world of those that have passed out of their bodies
in what the world calls Death. When the Spirit that
lives within the flesh body reaches the end of its
allotted time on Earth, they are released from the
physical body, finding they still have the
consciousness, but a different body that is called
Spirit. There is a change as the imperfect dense
body has been left behind. It takes some quite a
time to realize this. There are many great ones
waiting to help them. Each one will be guided to
their correct place. They must dwell with ones that
have the same desires. They long to communicate
with their loved ones but find the
loved ones do not hear or see them. They wonder
why, because they can see them. When the Spirit
first leaves the body, it finds itself in the realm up
above the dense world and can see many familiar
places and the ones they left behind. This first realm
is the home of all that are dwelling on Earth. At
night as your body sleeps, you dwell there. It is like
your world ... a mixture of love and hate ... good
and evil. This is a world everyone has built as they,
by thought, used God's power for their own will, not

God's Will.
This is the world that mediums or psychics enter
into and can bring those who have passed on to their
loved ones in the physical world. It is the way for
some as a start, and a great blessing for some; but it
must not be continued. It is not well for either the
soul that has gone on, nor the one in physical form
who has been left behind. Everyone must know that
the love that they have had for one-another in the
world will never be lost. It shall always remain, and
they will be
brought together in many relationships and the love
will blossom regardless of the relationship. The
likeness to God will be that one anchor that will
hold them close no matter where they are. Whether
they are in the physical world or whether they are in
the Spiritual world and know they know each other.
We would tell you that for those who enter in as
mediums or psychics who give readings from those
who have passed on, this is a very dangerous
avenue to progress as there are many spirits in your
world who would love to have recognition and will
take over a mind or a physical body and will cause
them all kind of problems. That is the reason you
have always been warned, as in your Bibles. There
are many spirits and they are not always good
spirits.
And now we come to the part of explaining what a
true vessel or channel is. As time goes on, each one
grows to the point to where they can be used by the

Hierarchy to be a channel of Light. In the world
there must be ones who have grown through eons of
time to be able to be used. You must realize that
without the growth of some, the rest would not
grow. If we had been left completely alone without
the different ones that come to us that were the
Messiahs and the different great ones that brought
to the world their knowledge of what had taken
place eons of time ago, you would be living in a
very dark world. Also, the world would not make
the progress it has made. We know that you can
understand this very easily from the time that you
know of as the time of Christianity when Jesus
came into the world. I am sure that you understand
and know that Jesus did not come for just one
particular group of people. He came for all
mankind, and he brought Love that opened up the
minds of man into the Mind of God. This great One
is the source of what we call now the Savior of the
world because, in essence, that is exactly what he
did. He gave information that would help you to
save yourself. But the world has called him your
Savior and we would not dispute that. That which
has been given to those that have been prepared
over many, many lifetimes are the ones today that
we would call direct, true channels ... if you wish to
call them channels. We do not wish to call them
mediums; we do not wish to call them psychics,
because they are not. They are vessels. They are
being used by the God within and by that which is
of the Hierarchy to give messages of Truth to the
people to awaken them by the God within. Each one

has a mission, and they are scattered all over your
world. They, in Spirit, know each other, but in the
physical they do not, and they are responsible for a
certain group of students (if you wish to call them
that), and the vessel that brings through the message
actually has the right to be called a teacher. This
teacher is receiving from the Most High, and they
are very well aware that it is not of the physical
mind, but is of the God-Mind that is bringing it
forth. How do we begin to give that which is most
interesting to people. How do they receive? There
are many ways that they receive. To receive
directly, where the voice box is opened completely,
the one that is giving the message is very close,
stands by, and you can feel their vibration through
your room and through every physical body that is
sitting there. They do not take over the body; they
just take over the voice box and speak through it.
The one that is the vessel actually sort of steps aside
and allows their physical self to be used. It is not
necessary that we consume the whole body; we do
not have to do that. All we need to do is to consume
the head and the throat ... the mouth. That's the
reason your channel is raised so high so many
times. It is because of the consciousness of that
which is of the brain or the mind ... the brain is what
holds the consciousness of the mind ... so we won't
call it "brain." The mind is raised up into a very,
very high degree that is in the elevation, or
consciousness, of the one who is giving it, and then
we speak through the mouth and, of course, it has to
come from the throat; so it is throat, mouth, ears,

eyes ... it is the whole body from the throat or, we
would say, shoulders up. Sometimes the heart of the
Channel is completely consumed and as time goes
on, as the Channel becomes more pure, the body
can be completely filled with the Light of the One
who comes to give the message. Then it leaves
immediately and the Channel is left for the body
that is presently living within that body to come
gently down and once more fill the body after the
one bringing the message has left. Another way is to
use what you call a "laser beam." We come, but do
not come close, on this beam of light and it is a light
of energy which is pinpointed toward the throat
chakra. We speak through that as we would speak
through a tube, but it is a beam of light, and that is
the way we speak. Many times we give this in that
manner. Whenever the Channel sees a light, then we
are coming via the beam. If she doesn't see the light,
but she is beeped in the ears or if the throat becomes
full and the body seems that there is more than one
in the body, then that is direct, and it is one of us
that has come to take over the body for that length
of time.,
Then there is another way that can be done, but it is
not done by direct Channel. It is given by thought.
We project a thought into the mind of those that are
to give. These ones are growing, but they are not
direct Channels yet; maybe some of them never will
be. The light fills that which is their body, but it
does not bring forth a vibration from their body. A
thought pattern or the thoughts that come into their

mind cannot give the vibrations the same as that
which comes from us when we come and fill the
body.
There are times that we also project their
consciousness, and it appears to then as words in
front of them. They can read and they can receive in
this way. It is not, however, the correct way. And
again I say, they may be able to grow in time. Many
will do this and will work around later into
something that is more useful to the world.
Those who are giving from the lower part of the
psychic self are those who you call mediums and
psychics that are caught up into this and do not
understand and know what you happen to know of
those who have had the privilege of learning; to
know that you go unto God and make love to God
and find the God within first and then let all that
which is supposed to be given unto you come from
the Spirit and let it work through you. You let God
use you; you do not use God. It is very important
for people to understand and know this, and it shall
be taught to those; eventually they will understand.
There will be a few that will not believe it and will
not want to join that part of it because it will take
away their ego; it will take away their money; it will
take away a lot of things they want, including
worldly recognition. It will be difficult for them.
There will be others who are on the verge of
thoroughly understanding this but have not quite

made the step over to finding the really right way.
All shall be made right before long. So, loved ones,
realize and know that the beauty within the world
will always come through those who have been
prepared for eons of time by the Holy Spirit that is
within them, and when they have learned to know
and love their own God within. So let things be and
do not try to be something you are not.
LOVE
I come with a message that is very close to
everyone's heart. The message is Love. The Love
that will not let you go is a love that comes from a
very high Being of your own Self. Had you ever
thought of that? It comes from the very part of you
that was created by the Absolute, which we shall go
into later. It is something that came forth that has
always been. Alpha and Omega is Love. There is no
beginning and no end; it just goes on and on and on.
The Highest: that is Love. It is something that
cannot be seen nor touched; it is not a "thing," but is
something that grows within your own personality
as you go forth.
As I have said, you are an individual that has come
forth from the great central sun of Love into your
Being. As you grew into the world of form, you
developed a personality. This personality will take
on many phases of Love. There are ones upon your
Earth, my loved ones, that have the true feeling of

Love. They have it, but they do not recognize where
it comes from, and this must change. All that which
is of the Higher Ones are trying to penetrate into all
mankind at this
particular time of your evolvement that Love is
what Jesus taught; that you love another, and that
you love that which is the very God within you. I
know that you have heard this over and over, but
how many of you, right now, could honestly say
that you really thoroughly understand what is
meant, "To love your God within?" I would say that
not many of you thoroughly understand what this
means. To love that which is the very God within
you ... this is the highest form of Love. It is a
feeling that you must allow to be in you and you do
not ask many favors just because you love. I am
sure you understand this. It is a feeling that you
become after you come to the point of
understanding and knowing who your FatherMother God is and know that you have reached into
the very high Source of yourself and have made a
full acquaintance of the I AM. Love the Lord thy
God; love the I AM Presence of yourself. How do
you love this I AM Presence? You never take the I
AM Presence name in vain. By this I mean you use
it in a very positive way. Every time anyone says
anything about your health, about your welfare,
about anything ... when they come up to you,
because it seems a natural thing upon your world
for someone to come up to you and say, "How are
you?", how do you respond? Learn to respond, "I
am fine; I am happy; I am well, thank you." Never

say a negative word after you say, "I AM." I AM is
perfect. I AM is the God within. I AM is the very
Soul of you; it is the very high Spirit of you; it is the
very whole Being of you. Take this into
consideration, my loved ones, and know that the
only way that you can find perfection is to become
one with this great I AM. Accept the Power; accept
the beauty; accept the Love and let it flow freely in
your life. Always know that this is the way that you
are praising the Lord. Every single time that you say
"I AM," find a beautiful word to say afterwards. If
you have to say to someone that your physical body
doesn't feel too well today, that is only of the
physical; it is not that of the I AM. Keep that Great,
Beautiful, I AM Presence within you sacred. But,
beloved ones, know it; love it; love it; go forth and
love it. Think about it all day long. After just a bit
you will find yourself saying, "hallelujah,
hallelujah, I AM Love; hallelujah, thank you I AM
God-self; thank you; I love you; I praise your
Name; I worship You.
My loved ones, the Light that is within the very
Presence of yourself lights up your body eventually
to where the Love shines forth, and it goes forth no
matter who or where. Then your body takes on an
altogether Essence of Love, and you just become
that Love. You cannot
help yourself because you are one with this great
oneness; you are one with this great One.
Hallelujah, hallelujah, and the Lord speaks with
great Love and Light as it comes unto you with

love, love, love. There is no other word that we can
speak of that would explain. You yourself
must have the divine feeling of this all the way
through your body. My loved ones, every cell of
your body must feel the great I AM Presence. Your
elemental body must carry on and go forth and also
know the great I AM, because the elemental body,
when you are completely through with it, and you
will be, will develop and go forth and have a chance
to develop its own spirit and take on immortality.
How wonderful it is that nothing is ever lost! Oh,
what a wonderful day; what a marvelous Way of
that which is of all-evolving. You see, there is
nothing that is left behind. Everything has to
evolve; everything has to go forth on the great
avenue of Love, and that is the avenue on which we
all must go, as every cell of your body must glorify
that God within and you must feel this Love in
every cell of your body. When you can feel this and
you are alone, you just give forth the great
command of Hallelujah, I AM Love; I AM my I
AM Presence; and it shall be. Sooner or later the
law, the Cosmic Law of Love, will let you feel a
tingling within every cell of your body and, as this
vibration is going through every cell of your body,
it all lights up like tiny little lights and all of a
sudden you are pure Light and you are pure Love. It
takes time to overcome your world; it takes time. I
cannot say that you are going to have it
immediately. Some will have it quicker than others
because they are closer to it than others might be,
but do not despair; all mankind shall feel this Love.

You must persevere and go
forth.
Now we come to transmuting. All of worldly
creation my loved ones, must be returned to the
great I AM of Love. That is the reason for the
Transmuting Violet Flame.
The great Love within you is very vibrant within the
soul, and it shall bring many, many things to you.
Love, oh love that will not let you go is also coming
from your own Higher Self unto you and all those
of the world. Those of the world shall soon find out
and know that great Ones of the Hierarchy will
come and will walk amongst man. It is the greatness
of God that is allowing this. The God that is within
each one of the Hierarchy, as they go forth and
glorify that Presence, allows the Hierarchy to do
what they desire as long as it is to enhance that
which is of the world and to better mankind. It is
not for them to glorify themselves, and I am sure
that you would know that those of the Hierarchy
would not come into your world just to glorify
themselves. They would ask that each of you know,
and thoroughly find within your own heart,
acceptance of many of the things that you shall hear
from now on. Accept them with love. There will be
many things happening and many things that you
would say, "I don't know if I can accept that or not."
My loved ones, go within yourself and find out,
because each has a discernment within their own
self. Do not accept everything; there will be events

that may just be a bit odd, but you must remember
that there is nothing under the sun that is
phenomenal when it comes to the Power of God to
perform. The only thing is the way it is performed
and the reason for it. I that I Am, the great Light of
Love pour into you the great commandment that has
been given unto you and that is for you to love one
another; that is something that everyone must learn
and know, that this is great Love.
Let's understand again a bit of about Love. It is
understanding, a spiritual love coming into your
physical mind. You must understand one another
and know that you have been down that path before
and what you see in someone whom you are having
a problem with is a reflection of
your own problem. So, learn to transmute these
things instead of getting excited and causing more
grief unto yourself. Love always comes back as
Love, and that which is negative always comes back
negative until it is transmuted.
Loved ones, go forth and know that all things shall
come about. Many of the Hierarchy will make an
appearance into your world and all things shall
come about in a natural way. You should also know
that those of the great Ones who are coming into the
world will not cause
great phenomenal things to happen. They will do
things in a silent way; a way that is Love and it will
not be done with a great big show because this is
not the way they work. Everyone has free will and

they will not force anything of a phenomenal show
upon anyone at all. It is from the desire that is
within their own hearts. How can we penetrate Love
and the desire to have love of the Great I AM
Presence? We cannot force something upon anyone;
nor will we try to. This Light must come and they
must accept it or else they will go and come back
again in another third dimensional world. After all,
what difference does that make? It is not all that
great a disaster when you stop to think of it, because
they will have plenty of time since there is all
eternity. The only thing that they wish now is for
the many that are on the verge of going and being
great Divine beings to go on into the greater Light;
this is what they are trying to help those to do. They
are not really too concerned about those that have a
long life yet to live in
the three dimensional world because they will give
them what they can and they will be raised up
according to that which they can receive. But we are
protecting mostly, and thinking mostly of those that
are really and truly ready to go on. These are the
ones that we are concentrating on. Love, Love that
just will not let me go; that which is of God shall be
performed because all of us on the other realm love,
love so much, and we have this Light within us that
just pushes
us forward. I cannot say why we do it, we just do.
My loved ones, that is what you must learn in your
world; you must learn to love. There must be a
feeling of oneness between all of the world.

Wherever you go, the minute you step your foot
into a group of people find yourself saying, "I love
these people; I love every one and I call for the law
of Love and forgiveness if there is someone here
that I do not care about. I want to transmute this all
into pure Light and send it back to that which is my
great I AM through the
power of the great Violet Flame." Amen, Amen,
Amen.
U.F.O.'s
The Universe is the home of a vast number of
creations. Some are very wise knowing how to use
the Supreme Energy for their own betterment, being
fully aware of their Source. They have bodies
according to their needs. Some appear in whatever
form suits their purpose. They have the Power to
help each other, going from one planet to another.
The Earth, being the cause and effect world, is a
mixture of souls that can cause great disasters to
themselves as well as to the whole Universe. All
U.F.O.'s are friendly, although they seem not to be
as many come from
planets so far from Earth they just do not
understand Earth people and their own ways. So,
they are very curious and, in their eagerness, they
appear to want to harm those they have contacted.
The ones that are closest to the Earth are more
familiar with Earth people and their ways. They are
here to help save the planet. They are creatures of

high consciousness. Many are of the Great White
Brotherhood, knowing how to use the flow of
Cosmic Energy for the betterment of their world.
They are living the Word ... go unto God; know
your Source; and all things (wisdom) will be added
unto you. They have compassion for all Earth
people for they remember their struggles to
overcome the cause and effect world. Many upon
the Earth accept beings from outer space as friends
and not enemies. Then there are those with very
closed minds that feel U.F.O.'s are a figment of the
"image-power" of the mind.
Lighten your hearts and lighten your minds, and
know the time is soon, and that which is of the
world will be consumed if your Earth goes on in the
same way that it is going at this present time. But I
have some good news: I will not keep you in
suspense. The time is coming very
soon when things will happen that you have no idea
of. But loved ones, know that each one shall be
saved that has earned the right to be saved and has
the acquaintance with the riches of their own higher
Self and the acceptance of what they already are,
my loved ones. You do not have to worry one iota
at all because it will come about in a natural way.
You shall be taken in a way that you shall not have
any fear at all. The world is not going to see many
more years. There are things on the Earth that must
change. We cannot allow things on the Earth that
must change. We cannot allow things to go on
where someone may push from the bottom. So we

will have to eliminate many people from your
Earth. They will be taken in many ways. Do not be
concerned when you hear of crashes ... of airplane
accidents ... of all kinds of so-called disasters. They
are not the disasters that would also come upon
your Earth in a way that it would be a "mass
disaster." *** We are to eliminate many people in
many ways to prevent it from happening all at once.
***
My loved ones, do not look at any of this as a
disaster. *** We manipulate ... maybe an airplane ...
so that it comes down and everyone on board would
lose their physical body, but do not be concerned
because the spirit bodies can go very quickly to
another place where they will be taken care of and
all is well. *** They are where they deserve to be.
The one with the higher Wisdom will be the
teachers. Some will be taken by Laser Beams to
cities that have
prepared for them, each performing their own
mission. (Jesus said, "In my father's house are many
mansions; I go to prepare a place for you.") Others
will remain on Earth, having the Power to come and
go ... also the Power to receive guidance and to
precipitate the needs of lesser souls. You will be
surprised really how much you have attained. Those
upon your Earth that presently feel they do not
remember what they have learned and feel they are
unable to give forth anything will find themselves
speaking in many tongues and in many ways; and it
will be

coming from a higher Source. It is going to be
something like a miracle and will happen to those
who are ready to give forth help to those who need
it. There will be three lift off's, each according to
the consciousness of each group. Those who will
not believe in a Source higher than their own
worldly mind will have to suffer the fire and agony
when the Earth rids herself of all misused energy
that she has given a home to. Remember, the
physical can be destroyed, but not the Spirit. The
Spirits that lose their physical bodies will also find a
new home where they will have another chance. My
loved ones, just picture it! It's going to be really
fantastic if you would look at it in our way of
looking at it. This world has to grow; there has to be
a certain time of ... we would say "disaster?" of
"shaking up?"; something to bring forth that which
is Good! Sometimes you have to go through
something that is not quite so pleasant to get to that
which is joyful and happy. Then, beloved ones,
after the Earth has settled down into a new world,
you will all be brought back and you will have the
opportunity to rebuild a new world in the new
dimension to where it is to be. Then all will be
happy. All will be working in exactly the same way
through the Love Rays of the Most High.
*** Transcriber's Note: I do not believe that this
portion was properly interpreted. In so far as these
"accidents" are concerned, I feel as the planet
(Earth) moves deeper into the transition,
geomagnetic phenomena will increasingly become

chaotic. This in turn, will have a negative effect
upon computer/mechanical guidance apparatus of
various transportation systems. Floods, Gigantic
Storm systems, Earth quakes and Tidal Waves will
account for many of those who have agreed to be at
this point in the ongoingness for "personal"
cleansing. Others, will simply travel via the means
provided, to other places while the more intense
changes occur. This could take many years as one
would reckon in third dimensional terms. Still
others will shuttle between these other places and
the Earth as well as shuttling via the provided
means from one Earthly location to another.
Energy
You are a being of Light. Your Power House is the I
AM Presence. The Spirit and the Light are one.
When you are funding from a worldly
consciousness … glorifying yourself, at the end of
each day you have used up the allowed amount for
that period of time. That is why you must sleep. The
body must be made ready for another day. When the
time is right an awakening comes upon you. Slowly
you begin to learn to use this energy for the
important events of life. As you start the climb up
the spiritual Mountain of Overcoming, you become
aware of the energy field around those you come in
contact with and of your own energy field which
has many names … Spirit, Light, God-Power,
Energy, Life Aura, etc. At times you will very tired
and it is not because of physical work or play. Some

will say some entity is sapping your strength and
this and this could be so; also many of worldly
consciousness … especially the sick or elderly …
will draw from your energy. Also lower spirits in
the spirit world can draw from your energy. So, you
must learn to close your door (so to speak) to the
world. This can be done by thought or out loud (as
this), "I close the door of my solar Plexus to all
negative vibrations. Thank You Holy Spirit."
Always thank the Holy Spirit, because it is the one
that is doing what you ask.
The more you transmute your misused energy, the
more Wisdom you receive along with a knowing
that Power of God within all things. The more you
praise and love this Power, the more protection and
guidance you have. Each step up the mountain
brings a greater feeling of Peace. I will digress a bit.
The transmuting of misused energy seems not to be
understood by many. How do you know if you
really have transmuted it? If the emotion or habit
still remains, you have not really wanted to be free
from the emotion or habit so you did not transmute
with deep feeling. Many think they want to be
released from emotions and habits, but because it
has been a part of their being for so many lifetimes
the subconscious mind is reluctant to release the
thought forms. Transmute with deep, strong feeling
… a crying from deep within.
Remember also, transmuting must not just be done
to have a better life; it is to grow closer to your God
within; to be of great use as an instrument or vessel

for the God Power to flow into the world. Now this
brings me to the reason why many among you who
have attained a higher level of wisdom have times
when you seem to be very tired and need much rest
(it just seems so to those who do not know the
reason). You are ones who have transmuted the
lower bodies into light and now can use them to
travel in to do the work of the God within in a
spiritual way as your physical body remains resting
or asleep.
The way to God is Love; The way to Love is
humility. Know thy Self and be free.
Relax and go within; be raised into the
consciousness of the most High. My loved ones of
love, encounter that which is of the most High and
feel the presence of those that come nigh. They
come with one thought in mind … to give Love and
Light … to give a promise that all things are divine;
the promise that there is another life that is so
important. They come to awaken the lower
consciousness of man. They comprehend the great
Wisdom of the world. Oh, there is Wisdom you
know nothing of. There are many things that you
know nothing of, but do not be discouraged, my
loved ones; hold fast to the Truth that is within you
now and let things be, growing gradually into all
that is within you. It is most important, loved ones,
that you take it slowly, and it is so important that
you of the world with the physical body and the
physical consciousness step aside and let the Spirit

within do the work. Do not push from worldly way,
giving forth desires into decrees and affirmations
and living the spiritual life in a physical way.
I know I do not have to mention unto you the ways
because I’m sure you’re all aware of what I speak.
When the Spirit of Love within you awakens you,
my loved ones, it is done gently, keeping you in
balance, knowing all things in a better way. It is like
the parent that really knows what the child needs.
But, of course, in your world the child will willfully
go his own way and will not listen to the parent who
has wisdom … most of the time. And, of course this
is the way they are to learn; by their mistakes. That
is the reason that We of our realm do not give out
certain kinds of messages. I could tell each one of
you certain little things that would help you not
walk through something and you could bypass it.
But, my loved ones, that is not the way we of the
Hierarchy work. Things are shown unto you by
Spirit which you are to transmute; they are mostly
given in visions and dreams. Those are the past that
will manifest in your physical body if they have not
been transmuted with deep, deep feeling. These
things are important. Of course in every day life
when you meet someone and there is an emotion, a
misunderstanding, you yourself have a problem.
Speak not unto the other person, but realize that the
problem lies within yourself. Then, with great
feeling, at sometime during the day … I would say
at some time when you can relax and you are about
to go to sleep you can remember the events of the
day and how you felt about a certain person …

irregardless of whether you meet the person in a
physical way or you have contact with them as you
are driving your car. Relax, and here again the
deeper the feeling when you transmute, the more
sure the knowledge that it has been done. If by
chance you feel that you have transmuted and
transmuted and it is still holding on, you must
realize that you yourself have just casually, not with
very deep feeling, transmuted it. There are those
who, because of lifetime after lifetime, have
something so deep-seated within them that they do
not really and truly want to give up that which has
created the misused energy. It is difficult to give up
the world, to give up the habits and the things they
have formed over eons of time. So you wonder and
you do not transmute with deep, deep desire … just
a casual little transmuting of each day of this way or
that way or whatever, but don’t do it the way it is
supposed to be done with the deep feeling that must
go back into eons of time within your own self.
When it is done from the heart … or we would say
from a great feeling or a gut feeling of great strong
desire, you will know now it is done and I have sent
it back and it does not belong to me anymore, and
the misused energy has been put into the Violet
Flame and now it is transmuted into pure Light and
it has been sent back to my higher Self to be reused
for the good of mankind and not myself. Lo and
Behold! You feel a feeling of freedom and you can
walk your Earth without fear of this or that; you are
another step into the consciousness of perfection,
but this must be taken very seriously and not

playfully. It is something that has to go deep
because all of these things are within the
subconscious mind which you have created over
lifetime after lifetime. Some are very deep seated
because this is the time that this has been given out
to give you this help and you have not had this help
before. It is only now that this has been allowed
because of all the going forth into a new dimension
to help those that must go on this time and do not
overcome and dilly-dally along with life. I want to
make all of this very clear. I’m sure there are many
things that have not been thoroughly clear on this
subject. There are many inside things regarding all
this and time will help you as you go on. Things
will be revealed unto you … the Wisdom will be
inside of you. I myself will fill you with Light and
Love. I will pour the Wisdom into your
consciousness. I do not always have to come
through My channel or through the writing that I
will give so that you will have what I wish to teach.
I can penetrate into your mind as it comes and the
questions that you ask. Ask your questions silently
within your mind. Let the Spirit of God within you
do the work because that is what you are learning to
do. Do not always depend upon someone else.
When the time comes and it is needed that you have
to know this or that, you must be prepared to hear it
within your own self. That is what you must learn
… to have the desire and to let it be. It will be given
unto you. There is a certain Wisdom about all of
this that will come. The Holy Spirit answers the
questions within because this is Wisdom and it

comes to those that will contemplate, and realize,
and know that you have all the answers within you.
Suicide
Life is Soul dwelling within a physical form. The
Soul is born into the world to learn the Law of
Cause and Effect. People create all of the problems
they are confronted with on Earth.
Soon after death all are shown their past; it is like
watching a movie in your world, only the main
actor is your own thought form, not your true, pure
thought-form created from the Absolute. As your
past unfolds in front of you, there are varied
experiences. You see yourself as you truly are,
either good or evil; nothing is covered up. Some
feel they can get away with all kinds of deceit. Yes,
to some of your friends and acquaintances, but not
to yourself. All is recorded
within your lower soul just as it happened, word for
word, deed for deed. As you view your past, great
emotions of grief, also of joy fill your
consciousness. There is always (unknown to you at
the time) your Christself radiating Love, bringing
the desire to do better. There is also your teacher
and guides that understand you, having great
compassion and desire to show you the Way. You
are given a choice; do you want to stay close to
Earth to be close to those you
love, or do you wish to follow the guidance of your
teacher and guides and go to school until you are

ready to incarnate again? Following your teacher
and guides is the only way you can progress into
theconsciousness of your own I AM Presence. All is
up to you, for you have free will. When you and
your teacher feel you are ready, you are presented to
the Karmic Board. Past debts are viewed, lessons in
the Spirit School tested, all things taken into
consideration. You are advised by the karmic Board
how much misused Energy you are to overcome in
the next life. Many feel they can overcome more
than the Karmic Board feels is right; because of free
will they choose too heavy a burden. Since they are
living a worldly life, burdened by
their heavy load, remembering nothing of their
Spirit's schooling, they feel death is the way out. So,
by their own hand ... also their own mind ... many
bring about their own death by their own deathwish. You say how can this be when you are taught
that all are given a time to be born and a time to
die? Yes, that is so; that is the Divine Plan as the
overcoming of worldly self is a long progressive
course. You must realize the negative power is very
strong, so if you live in
self pity your lower self will respond to the death
wish.
All that respond to this death wish and destroy the
physical vehicle (body) pass out with the problems
still unsolved, with more Earth life yet to live. All
that come to Earth are given a certain length of time
to accomplish their mission, whatever it may be. So,
they must dwell in limbo with their misused energy

which appears as fog ... some very dense ...
according to the Karma it contains. They, with their
own will, have now created more Karma by killing
the body and no one can help them until their life
span is over. Then their burden is greater next time.
Everyone that has lived a worldly life has passed
through the door of suicide.
As eternal Life continues, and they have been raised
in consciousness and have a "knowing" (though not
"why"), they can be helped to continue their life.
Those with awareness of the Holy Spirit are being
used to help those of lower consciousness to remain
in their bodies. The Spirit of one in distress appears
to the "universal Lovers" of all creation and are
guided and helped to live their allotted time.
LOVE
Oh, Father-Mother God
How sacred Thy Name.
Thy kingdom is within me God
As I join the outer mind with Thee.
I give no thought to daily Bread,
Only live in pure will of Thee.
I live each day with the Violet Flame,
Being redeemed as it unfolds.
I walk the path of right-use-ness;
Right-use-ness, giving no power unto evil.

This I AM, all Honor and Glory.
PEACE
1. Yes, Lord, I feel your hand; only you keepest me
from want.
2. You bring me to rest, that I might receive from
the Life-giving waters that flow.
3. You purify my soul; you lead me in the path of
right-use-ness for your sake.
4. Although I walk in the shadows of thought, Light
casts out fear, for Thy Love is with me. Thy servers
of Truth, they comfort me.
5. You lead me to my table of forgiveness; your
Power comes upon me. My cup runneth over, my
soul is at peace.
6. Only your use-ness and mercy shall be utmost, as
I go forth in your Name, bringing Love that all may
live in Glory forever-more.

DISCOURSE NO. 1
The power of God ... the love of God ... is your very
Being; that is your heritage. The Divine Light
shines from that Source. It is called your Christ-

Self. Oh, children of Earth, woe be unto you, as this
power that you have defiled, living the way of
death. But, behold; I bring you good tidings and
reason to sing with great joy. Let those that will
listen hear of which I write. The story is old, but yet
new. All through the eternity of the thirddimension-world of cause and effect someone has
come with a message to teach man the ways of
truth. Man has always been deep into the ways of
self-destruction. You that read your book called the
Bible know the fate of mankind in the time of Noah
... the time of Moses; the greatest event was when
Jesus the Christ came to show man the error of his
ways and to teach him how to have everlasting life.
Again and again Jesus' words have been altered to
suit man's worldly desires. There are many truths in
your Bible, but they must be interpreted to everyone
by their Christ-Self. The time is coming, as man
experiences the disasters occurring upon the Earth,
when he will seek for answers as to why. He will
not be satisfied with the reasons given by science.
There are many awakened priests and ministers who
will become afraid to hold back the truth, and they
shall bring it forth. The time is fast upon you when
there will be many to teach; so be prepared.
How do I prepare, you ask? Desire to know the
truth from within yourself. The Holy Spirit dwells
within every physical being on the face of your
Earth. The truth is given according to your
consciousness. Your consciousness (meaning state
of belief) is according to your past lives, being the

sum total of all you have ever been, good or evil, as
you have always come to Earth to overcome your
evil. And as you live through your karma
gracefully, your consciousness is raised and you are
nearer to your Christ-Self; then the truth you have
known in the past takes on a higher meaning. Truth
has many facets; it is likened unto jewels ... the
diamond of Truth gives forth great Light from the
Soul which has attained it. Silver and gold, precious
metal from the alchemist's bench (Spirit of God)
within brings Wisdom to unfold to help all that will
hear and abide. As you desire from your heart the
highest truth you are ready to accept, letting all be
God's will, the Spirit within will lead you to One
that has passed through the fires of the Alchemist
and can bring forth that which is for you. This is
now the time of awakening, the Aquarian age, when
all truth will be given to those that will listen and
heed the Word from Emanuel, the God within you.
Life does not stand still; all is in motion; the Earth
is moving very fast into a higher place in the
Galaxy. The action cannot be stopped; it will evolve
regardless of mankind. Are you ready to go with it,
leaving behind worldly pleasures of flesh? If you
are, then listen
with ears tuned into Spirit. Live from within out,
letting the Spirit of God refine you, making you
ready to receive the wedding of the flesh to the
Spirit of the Absolute. Bless all that hear and abide.

Discourse No. 2
In the beginning of human life on the Planet Earth,
man lived completely in the Light spoken by the
Word of a Power we call God. They never
questioned from whence it came; they just were
obedient to the Word. The Source supplied all their
needs ... the garden of Eden is not a place, but a
consciousness. Now, I say unto you, you can dwell
right now in your own Garden of Eden; it all
depends on you. All things are within the beholder;
that is true of all mankind. The problem is that so
many do not want to behold for themselves; they
depend on those with worldly minds to lead them.
This is the blind leading the blind. There are ones
that have been chosen and ordained by the Holy
God to serve Earth in physical bodies. Many are
called but few are chosen as they have the faith and
strength of the Christ to carry out their missions,
regardless of interference. They are taught by Spirit,
shown by Spirit, and given "Gifts" to help them
carry forth their mission. Many are given lesser
missions as all must start sometime. It is like going
to school in your world; you must realize the more
you learn, the more there is yet to learn. Keep the
door of your mind open to receive Higher
Teachings (Truths). Be a beholder of those that live
in their Garden of Eden, a truly spiritual way.
Worship not the physical beings; you can discern
and behold the true chosen to bring forth the Word.
They do not draw attention to themselves nor create
organizations. They are just simple, humble vessels

of love. They bring forth Wisdom, Peace, Joy, and
the greatest Gift, Love of all things great and small.
The mighty Power of the I AM Presence comes as
pure Substance of nothingness ... how can this be?
The consciousness of man has to have something to
behold with his five senses; so, the nothingness
becomes substance. The purity becomes impure as
man uses this mighty Power to build his own world.
All must become aware that the world they have
built is an illusion and will fall around their feet.
The city-four-square is not of the third-dimensional
world. It is the dwelling place of pure Spirit within
each soul where consciousness is supreme, Divine
Wisdom being with all, all with One.
Now is the time of great awareness being given to
the world by those of great wisdom. It will be
poured down in many ways. Many are awakened by
great disasters. The search begins when they begin
to realize they have done all they can and need help
from a higher Source. Those of higher awareness
are being prepared to awaken the sleeping world, as
all must be made aware. Even if they will not listen,
we must keep trying, and our love will hold them
close, and they all shall give up and listen.
Blessed will be the day of days when all will praise
their God within and all are one in the Absolute.
Peace, oh perfect Peace, the heavenly bells have
rung.

DISCOURSE NO. 3
The Gifts of the Spirit, how precious they are; use
them with reverence. Gifts are given to those who
have earned them, living through many hardships.
In spite of physical manifestations of Karma, they
held on to their love for their Creator. When they
are ready, the Karmic Board helps them to choose
their path which will fulfill their mission at the right
time, in the correct way.
As each one is given a mission for the awakening of
mankind, their Gifts must be according to their own
consciousness and those they will manifest unto.
Each one is blessed by the Holy Spirit, sent forth
into the world of form. It is a great temptation
(when the world is hungry for someone to live their
life for them) to use the Gifts for your own
greatness rather than to glorify God (the Creator).
The world, at the present time, has many that are
thinking only of self, but regardless of this they are
opening the door of the spirit world. Those that are
ready for higher teachings will drift away and desire
something higher. When they are ready the Spirit
Teachers within will guide them to worldly
teachers. All worldly teachers have certain ones to
awaken. They are drawn together for many reasons.
Some have been together as teacher and student in
past lives and are now picking up where they left
off.
Now is the time of awakening; all must realize they

are the vehicle made manifest for the Spirit to dwell
within; it is the Spirit that doeth the work. Jesus
called it "Father." As I have explained before, there
are seven bodies, each with their own consciousness
that manifest through the physical form. Since they
are all of Spirit form, not seen with physical eyes,
many are not aware they are bringing forth from
imperfect consciousness which they have created
themselves. That is why it is so important to
transmute all misused energy. You have been told
to go to God and all shall be added unto you. Love
thy God with all your heart, mind, and soul and love
your neighbor as yourself. This is the key that will
open the door of your consciousness and bring forth
dreams and visions that will reveal your past,
allowing you to wipe out your transgressions
against your Creator. You are not shown past lives
to glorify your ego. All is shown in symbols so as
not to cause you emotional stress, as the Spirit will
not cause emotion upon emotion. When you have
grown to be humble and love all of God's creations,
(even though you still have misused energy to
transmute and also Karma to live through), the
Karmic Board of Hierarchy will test you in many
ways. If you prove worthy, you will come into a
lifetime with a certain mission to perform, with
spiritual gifts to help you. It is instilled within your
consciousness that you must let the Spirit of the
Christ-Self come forth as spokesman and not from
physical mind or lower spirit mind. You must wait
upon the Lord as Jesus said. When the time is right,
you will have a spiritual experience you will never

forget. You will be well aware it is not of your
physical mind, as you will know you are only the
vessel and you are aware of listening to the
message, as are the ones around you. You of
yourself know not what the next word is to be.
We of the Hierarchy use many vessels as the Word
must be revealed to the world. We prefer those with
limited worldly education, for the messages must be
simple and not cluttered with fancy words and
phrases. You understand we give many messages by
thought. If the channel has a large vocabulary and
thinks with a worldly educated mind, the message
will come forth as he thinks. That is why my
messages given to many sound so different.
Discourse No. 4
Mankind will have to awaken to the Spirit of Truth
within his own consciousness before he will move
forward into the new age. All life on Earth will be
made new; the negative thoughts of cause and effect
will be no more.
Now is the time of great change. The greatness of a
higher source than the mind of man must be
awakened to reveal to him the Source of the
"allness" of Life. Let the Power of the Absolute fill
your mind with love for all life. As the
manifestation of this love expands, Wisdom from
within is revealed.

Now is the time for those that love the Lord God
Jesus to know the truth of his words. Men in "high
places" have used Jesus' words to suit their own
worldly mind in order to control those that seek for
Truth. Do not condemn them; they must be
awakened to realize the error of their ways. Ask the
Holy Spirit to administer unto them for they are
Children of God. Do unto them as you also have
had someone do you, as all that dwell in the upper
room of their consciousness have been all things.
Ask the Holy Spirit to bless all those that dwell in
lowly places. Many lessons must be learned as you
pass through the worldly schoolroom. Unto your
world of duality will come Great Beings that will
shed great Light. They will come from great
planets, far and near. All are very concerned about
the Planet Earth ... not only as to the effect the
future will have on all the Galaxy, but they possess
great love that will help the awakening of Earthman.
Life, which is the Essence of the Absolute, is very
precious and must be revered, honored, worshipped,
and adored. Submitting yourself to this great Power,
you become One with It. It has many names ... the
greatest of these is I AM That I AM.
Give thought to the Spirit; relax in the peace it
brings; all frustrations of the world will then pass
away and you live in a new day. Finding God
within releases you from the carnal mind. Blessed
you will be, living in a physical form filled with

perfect light,
being one with the I AM Presence, living in the
world but not of it. When this takes place, you have
become Christed as was Jesus, and as he said, you
can do all the things that I do and more also. What a
wonderful reward to receive for searching within
and leaving the world to its own. No man of the
world could bestow such a reward. The blessings
are endless and Life is eternal.
Discourse No. 5
When the Earth moves into its new orbit, all will be
made new. All souls that have overcome cause and
effect will dwell upon it, living in a world of higher
consciousness. They will manifest new ways of life,
knowing all power comes from a Source within
their own consciousness, and then blessings will
flow. Living God's Will brings new meaning, also
more power to the Word of God made manifest
(clear): all things great and small created from
Light, brought forth to give meaning to their state of
existence. When united with the great Light of God,
you see God, face-to-face and realize your Being as
One. Again and again I say, "ye are God's, " as
Jesus said of old.
Relax in the Word which was, "let there be Light";
all was created from this Essence which was
brought forth from a Soul that had reached into the
Absolute and formed the pattern for a new world,
the Substance being of thought held together by

Silent Watchers, created for the process and growth
of new root races.
You of the world, at this time of evolution, have
traveled the worldly road for more years than you
can comprehend. The time is now, as your world
will no longer be the home of cause and effect; it
will be made new and be the home for those that
have overcome their Karma and have found their
God within. You that are awakened living in the
world as of now, have a great responsibility to your
fellow man. Now is a special time in what man calls
"history." Soon we of the Hierarchy will release
more Power to those that are ready and we can trust.
The Power will open their spiritual centers so we
can work through them. If they are still bound to the
world because of Karma, we will release it if we
find them worthy, letting God's work for others
come before their own. They must learn the law,
"God's will be done," turning all problems over to
the Holy Spirit, releasing them to be channels for us
to help save as many of God's children as we can.
Relax in our Love; all have much to gain.
Discourse No. 6
Many things have been told unto you in many
forms. Each given unto you because of the different
consciousness of each one. As we sit with you, us in
our spiritual bodies and you in your physical bodies,
there is a time of very closeness. There is a time for
meditation in silence. There is a time when we

speak unto you through our channel, and there is a
time that you read what has been given from a high
Source through each of you to raise your
consciousness in a way that is to be ... everyone
being led by the Spirit within to understand what
they are to understand, and to gleam in the way that
they are suppose to gleam. The more you can be in
a silent, receiving mood, the more you will receive,
and you will gain that wisdom which you are
supposed to receive. When there is confusion of any
kind within your room, it disturbs the vibration, and
those that need sometimes do not hear, or have not
even received it into their inner self because of the
vibration which has not been the true message to
their consciousness by way of their ears. That is the
reason we would like to say, as you gather together,
it is most important that everyone come (when you
come into the sanctuary to be with us) in a
meditative mood; that you have sung and have
received your spiritual music. From then on keep
silent, mostly reading, not questioning. Don't ask
questions. Let the Spirit reveal it within your own
self. Each one is going to receive it according to the
way they can understand. If they do not understand
and need a little outside help, let them find a way to
speak to someone privately and have the
opportunity that we would like to bring it through
our channel to those who do not understand to clear
up some things and do it in private rather than
trying to do it within the class where each one is
talking and confusion is going on. I am just telling
this to you to let all of you understand thoroughly.

You cannot be receptive to your own Spirit within
your own self when you are involved in other
things. Do not expect to read and explain what you
are reading. Just listen, absorb, and that which is for
you shall be within you. The less physical words
said, the better.
Discourse No. 7
I come into thee, the Light of God cometh within
thy hearts and the Almighty of that which is of your
Holy Self is becoming known unto you. Realize that
which is of the Most High must filter down through
your lower body and it shall make you pure. The
Light of God never fails. Within each one comes
forth the Holy Spirit of Light which never fails and
it is all powerful, all Divine. This Light opens the
higher consciousness of your being, and as you
apply it to yourself, the knowing of the Most High
comes within your mind. It shall be revealed unto
you that which is for you from the Holy Light of
God holds forth the promise that is given unto you
at the time of your creation, and all things shall be
made perfect. Unto thee I bring the Light of God so
that we are all one; the oneness of God as we
approach the time of overcoming of the world.
Relax, my loved ones, in this Love and know that
only that which is of God will perform within your
life, so be it. Affirm this over and over again in your
life. And those that bring forth and wish to be
perfect channels of Love and Light, this must be
made your constant prayer; their constant vigil that

all that which is within their own self comes from
the Most High of your God Consciousness. Then
you shall grow higher and higher each time because
you have kept the Door of Light open and can go
forth unto the very I AM of yourself and bring forth
from the Christ-Self of your own being, going forth
into all Eternity, Love and God as I give it unto you.
The Light that shineth within each one shall
progress and progress and grow lighter and lighter,
brighter. You shall attract many unto you and have
the pleasure of teaching them to gleam.
Discourse No. 8
That which is within your own self has gleamed
many, many thousands of years, and as we have
brought this memory unto you and have awakened
the Spirit within, that which is of the physical mind
must be awakened also. So the Love Light that
shineth within your own self is always bringing
something unto you. Now, as the Light of God goes
forth and we follow it up and up into the highest
realm of that which you may be able to comprehend
and that which we want you to comprehend, we find
ourselves in a place where it is all complete silence;
we find ourselves in what we would call the
Absolute ...
something where you must know that you must
comprehend it and understand it ... that it is a
silence. It is the deep silence within you where you
feel nothing; you hear nothing; you see nothing; you
are nothing; you just find that you know that you

are something ...
that you are the vibration of Love. You are the
vibration of Light. It is a very peculiar feeling to
those who have not thoroughly gone into it or
experienced it for eons of time. So you must get
used to this feeling of awesomeness. It is a feeling
and it cannot be explained. You must each one
experience your own feeling. As we enter into it, I
shall speak. It will not detract from that which you
are to experience. Let us soar like a bird, going up
and up, feeling free, leaving everything behind. Oh,
to be free ... the freedom that we feel. We soar all
over the Earth. We look down on it with eyes of
compassionate Love. Within our hearts we feel an
awesomeness that sometimes comes out in the
words, "Why me?" As we go forth into this
awesome wonderment, we soon leave what we call
the atmosphere of the world. We are leaving the
consciousness of the world, my loved ones, and we
very soon find ourselves seated upon a beautiful
cloud. We look all about and see the infinite, which
is nothing. It goes on forever and ever and ever, and
as things go on forever we see a light grow stronger
and stronger. The Power seems to come forth with
an Essence that is drawing us more and more into
this great, great feeling of Love. I call it Love; yes,
that I would say unto you. Have a feeling of what it
is, and do not let the world confuse you. You are
surrounded completely. You are surrounded with
vibrations which you have not felt before. Your
very soul is lifted; you are no longer a part of Earth;
you are free; you are one with the Universe; all

things are One Power. You are now feeling you
could extend your eyes into all that which is to be
and all that has been, and all that is, but yet not to
be part of it. You are free. You may extend the
Power that you have into any direction that you
wish. From this vantage point there are many Gifts
that are given unto you, and as the Gifts are
bestowed, they become manifested within the
physical body, and then you will know, my loved
ones, from whence you come and whence you go.
Never again will you feel that the physical mind has
control. You will know definitely within your
physical mind, the physical part of you, who you
are. The glorious feeling of this oneness ... of this
great Power ... has penetrated into every cell of your
being and as it comes completely within, it
envelopes all things.
When you come back into the world, you will look
at the world with Power ... eyes of Love, and from
this point, as the Gifts I bestow, you begin to use
them and you know exactly who is doing the work.
From here on, my loved ones, if you do anything
what-so-ever to glorify yourself, you shall be
responsible for all things and you will have to pay
in a way that would make you very unhappy, for
you will have forgotten that which you have learned
this day.
The Glowing of that which is of the Most High, oh,
the glory of it. The expression of it all. The Love
Light of it all. The awesomeness of it all. Linger

long, my loved ones, at some time each day in your
physical world to make this connection, once again
to get it
firmly into your being. You have lived so many
lifetimes from outside yourself that it takes time for
you to realize how great you really are within; and
when you travel within you are free. You are as a
dove; you are free. You come and go as you sit in
meditation, realizing and knowing that the minute
your mind goes to one particular place, the Spirit
within is ready to go. So whenever you think of
someone and you want to help them, know that the
Spirit within knows what to do and how to do it.
As I have taken you on this journey of awesome
wonder, I would implore each one to let it all
manifest as it will on the physical. Do not feel just
because you have had this experience this day and
have heard my words that you can go out right now
and do all things. You are being prepared, my loved
ones, and this is part of the preparation, for that
which is within you has to open to receive all that
the Father has for you. Every so often we give this
kind of experience to you to open you to the Higher
consciousness within yourself, to open the Door to
where the Gifts of the Spirit may flow freely into
each one. As I have promised unto you, I gave that
which is of Love and said that I would speak of the
Absolute, and I have spoken. I have given this
instruction. You must comprehend it well and know
that all things come unto those who Love the God
within. Praise God from who all blessings flow;

praise Him all creatures here below; praise Him, Oh
Heavenly Host of Heaven, praise Him; and we
praise all that which is of the Holy Spirit of Love
and Light. Hallelujah, hallelujah, I speak unto thee
with the highest of Love.
Discourse No. 9
The coming of the New Age is upon the whole
Universe, all moving to bring forth great Truths.
How blessed we are! Long has been the struggle,
but what a great reward. Great rejoicing should be
within your heart, just reflecting upon the knowing
of the peace that will consume all the ones that have
overcome the carnal mind. You that are reaching
the mountain top must be very humble and walk
your way with song and praise, giving wholly of
your life to those that "know not what they do."
Silent compassion, speaking as the Spirit dictates,
will help them to want to find a better way of life.
There are many that are ready right now to receive
the Truth. They have drawn away from the
churches, as they realize their teachings do not
resemble the teachings of Jesus, to "Love thy
neighbor as thyself, do unto others as you would
have them also do unto you." Blessed words of
Jesus. Yes, blessed indeed. Within a short time a
change will take place as the vibration of Love is
getting stronger and stronger. The power of Satan
throughout your world will perish by the Power of
God. The Power released from the mass of Jesus'
worshippers is spreading all over the world.

Although they do not know the higher Truth they
are sincere in their belief. Their leaders are the ones
that are creating great Karma for themselves.
Condemn them not, lest you be condemned. Ask the
Holy Spirit to bless them. It may seem the world is
being consumed by evil because of the disastrous
circumstances that are occurring in your world
today. I say, how else can the evil be overcome if
not erupting, releasing from the Earth the evil of
man. All in physical form will pay their debts as all
Life, regardless of form, is the essence of the
Absolute. The human form is the highest living
within your world and is responsible for all lesser
forms. Man was given dominion over all the Earth.
He has wrongfully used this Divine Gift and must
pay in like manner. As the Power of Love within all
man, It silently watches over man, not interfering
with his free will; just releasing Love and more
Love until the crystallization of worldly thought
forms are destroyed. This action takes a great space
of worldly time, so it is necessary for the soul to
take on a physical form that it has chosen so as to
overcome its misused energy and again become one
with the Divine Source having dominion over all.
Discourse NO. 10
Christ within unfolds when the carnal mind gives up
the belief in the facts of the world. Let me say again
"A fact has a beginning and an end; Truth has no
beginning and no end. ALL must learn the
difference and remain faithful to the Christ within

that brings Wisdom which is Truth that lives within,
teaching the physical mind truths that have been
forgotten. Let all mankind behold unto themselves,
as each must be responsible for their transgressions.
All created by man which glorify self will be
destroyed. All created by the Power of God to
glorify God will dwell through all Eternity. Let
those that have ears, hear. Be silent. God speaks,
you know where or when. The Word of God has
always been within. All life in physical form shall
hear the Voice, each in their own way and time.
How blessed the awakening as each soul is released
from their own creation which has bound them to
the creation of others of like thought, which always
brings disaster. Blessings must be upon them. Since
all have free will, we of the Hierarchy must wait
until they ask for help. There are always those of
high consciousness abiding on the Earth that can
intercede for them, asking the Holy Spirit to care for
them each to their own need. Remember it is the
Holy Spirit, the Comforter, that doeth the work.
Blessings are upon all mankind, but behold I say,
they have closed the door. Yet God has not forsaken
them. Love, Eternal Love that will not let you go, is
the key that will open the Door, revealing a new
path, a new beginning. How wonderful it is to
behold a soul returning home to the Power of
Eternal Love. Angels sing their Blessings, bringing
Love to all.
Discourse No. 11

Let Me say, "as above, so below." Mighty is the
Power of God flowing, everywhere equally present,
upon your Earth, each soul receiving according to
their understanding and needs. All souls are
precious in the sight of God. Look not upon their
worldly deeds, as deeds are only of cause and
effect. Each soul came to the Earth to learn that God
is within; it is the very breath of man. Mankind has
created their own world; many have not learned the
difference between right and wrong. Jesus said,
"Bless them Father, for they know not what they
do." As man awakens he is answerable for his deeds
only according to his awakening. At the end of each
lifetime all cause and effect is left on Earth, to be
endured again when they reincarnate. While
dwelling in the Spirit world they go to school, are
shown their misdeeds, and are given their choice of
karma for the next lifetime. Progress of a soul is
slow; the problems mount up, as they overcome
some, they create more, yet all progress in some
manner. Making the journey back to God is very
difficult, but rewarding. When the soul realizes that
worldly efforts are in vain and seeks help, this is the
time to "ask and ye shall receive," also, "thy will,
Oh God, not mine, be done." When you speak those
words coming from your heart, not just your lips,
Love flows and opens the Door to God. No more do
you have to ask for anything; God knows your
every need. As you keep the Door of Love open by
sending Love, Praise and Thankfulness for all the
things great and small, you receive Gifts that have
already been prepared for you.

Also I say unto you, things of the world will no
longer be of great importance. Happiness is now
found within. Peace has set you free; no more can
the turmoil of the world upset you. Love abides and
you Love all with unending compassion. By your
fruits you shall be known. Be humble, although you
reach the High Mountain, you abide yet in physical
form, being in the world but not of it. The promise
Jesus gave was: "Leave your nets, come follow Me
and I will make you fishers of men."" Now is a
great time to be in physical form. Marvelous
Spiritual experiences will be given to many. These
experiences will manifest to those that are ready and
will prove without a doubt that all are One in the
Power of the Most High called God.
Discourse No. 12
Look within. All that ever was or ever will be is
within yourself. All experiences that people have
has already happened in some other lifetime. You
live what you have created. The lower soul contains
the memory of all you have ever been, so you can
understand with your physical mind, words given to
explain. Such a word is seed atom. The Love of
your God Self, also others that have overcome the
world, feed you with food you know not of. Also
between lifetimes and in your sleep time you go to
school. There comes a time when the Spirit within
breaks through and will reveal the Life Force within
this seed atom and all things are revealed. You are

shown the past, the now and the future. The seed
atom is the perfect image of your God-Self. It
contains the gifts you are to perfect as you travel
your worldly path. From this seed your Tree of Life
grows, sometimes bearing perfect fruit, sometimes
not. How precious the gift of God's mercy.
As your own will is shown to you, you now have
the privilege to use my Violet Flame to erase your
mistakes, preparing yourself to be a pure vessel to
be filled by the Holy Spirit and fulfill the mission to
bring God's Kingdom to Earth. As above, so below.
When the Earth and the Higher realms are One, the
Soul is redeemed. All within is pure Spirit, full of
Light and love and ready to fulfill greater missions.
Now the ones that are to be joined again with their
twin flame will receive great blessings; there will be
festivals of joy that cannot be expressed in words.
Choirs of Angels and all the Heavenly Host will
bring forth Hallelujahs that will resound throughout
the universe. There will be many twin rays as this is
a time of great change for all of creation. After the
celebration each pair as One will return to their
home planet to go into the silence and wait for their
Father-Mother Light to appear and welcome them
back into the Flame of their Substance. There they
must make a choice; to either stay as one and work
from a cosmic consciousness or separate again to
help those in lower worlds. Although they are
cosmic Beings knowing God's will, they still have
the privilege of choosing their way. You see, they

are "God's."
Discourse No. 13
Wisdom combined with Love is abounding upon
the Earth. The promise of God is manifesting. The
Hierarchy is so grateful to all those that are
performing their special missions and receive, at the
same time living through their own karma; each will
receive special blessings from us.
As I come to enlighten you, the feeling of unrest
abides within those that sleepeth. Fear fills their life
as they hear of disasters. Even many that are
searching for Truth are using worldly means for
protection. I can explain to you that you should go
within, find God and the way will be made clear to
you. I know you understand these words, but these
words must live within your soul, not just your
mind.
The world was created by Divine Beings. They had
evolved into great Wisdom, having dominion over
all they created from the universal supply of the
Absolute. The plan for the Essence called Life was
directed by the Father-Mother Substance of the
planet. The Father-Mother Substance of Earth was
Spirit, so all was created in that image ... all brought
together in one Mind by the Silent Watcher of the
Planet. When the Essence became form, the Power
of the Father-Mother nurtured and guided this
Substance through all forms and conditions of life

from the smallest cell, all evolving into the form
called man. Man has been all forms of life. The
promise to everlasting Life releases man from this
worldly evolution which is false; as the Substance
was first Spirit all will return as such, now having
within their consciousness the Wisdom of the true
Creator, the Divine Beings. Now they will be
Cosmic Beings, having dominion over all. See the
pattern; you are the created and the Creator. Bless
all as all are One.

Discourse No. 14
When mankind on Planet Earth comes to the
realization of the existence of a Superior Source
more powerful than the physical mind, the enemy of
self-destruction will cease. All will manifest the
Glory of God within. The true meaning of the words
of Jesus Christ will be revealed. Spiritual Love will
spread over all the Earth and draw mankind into the
one Mind of superior source. Although all those that
are in physical bodies at this time will receive an
awakening they will not necessarily be receiving
from the same level of consciousness. There will
always be leaders and followers. As above, so
below; all of creation will search through all of
eternity, always searching for a higher meaning of
Truth.
Truth is Wisdom found only within. Love is the key
to the Power within. Praising and thanking this

Power within opens up the Door to the Wisdom
where Truth dwells. The Spirit within (Spirit has
many names) reveals this Truth according to your
awakening. It is important to keep an open mind so
as to grow; do not be single-minded believing you
or even a leader or teacher has all Truth. This is
false. No one can reveal all Truth. You have the
right to ask for the highest truth that you can
understand to be given unto you ... given by Divine
beings of Wisdom and not from worldly spirits
(meaning those ones that have no physical body.)
The Presence of God that awakens you is what is
called the "Baptism of the Holy Spirit." This brings
a new way of life. The inner Self is saying "Awake,
thou that sleepeth, know thou you Me, for I AM
within you." As time moves on, all must move with
it; all life is now being lifted up. Every time even
just one soul has overcome the world, all are lifted
also. Why? It is that all are One in the Power called
God which is a part of the Essence, the Absolute,
All in All that is Substance that takes form for all to
experience the allness of this silent Power. All must
travel the path of Allness to selfness, then back to
the Allness. The way is long, the lessons difficult.
This I say before I depart; all will be blest ... no one
left out ... every soul will receive the Holy Spirit.
There is a time and place for all mankind. When the
blessing of Spirit comes upon you, no longer will
you feel alone. Many blessings are given by Divine
Beings to comfort you along the way. So be it.

Discourse No. 15
As time goes by, the belief in one Power will
penetrate the minds of mankind and the problems of
the Earth will be no more. Peace shall reign, making
all things new. Blessings will flow, each soul
receiving their reward for a mission complete. Your
Gathering together to praise and honor this Oneness
will no longer be held in man-made churches. Small
groups will gather in private homes, larger ones in
parks, others in large open spaces, as meadows,
valleys and hilltops; all receiving the Breath of God
as it flows over the planet, gathering all minds into
a Spiritual consciousness of being One, the I AM of
the Absolute.
I have given you a prophecy of things to come.
"How do I make sure that I will be among those of
which you speak?" you ask. Bless all for asking.
You grow through the vast number of lifetimes. The
process seems more than you can comprehend with
the physical mind. The blessing of coming back to
Earth time and again is a gift bestowed upon you by
your Christ-Self. Each time you come as a babe
with no memory of your past lives. This gives you a
new start. The time as the world knows it hangs
heavy upon you as you pass through the world you
yourself have created. Eternity, God's time, fills you
with Peace and Joy as each worldly creation you
transmute into Light. Each time you travel a
worldly life, you come with greater Love, even if it
may not seem so to you or your fellow man. At

some time you will receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit, the promise given unto all creation; "Where
you are I AM, my Love is within you, you are my
creation in whom I am well pleased."
Glory to God, praise His Name, you proclaim. A
sign has been given. There truly is a Power greater
than yourself. You have been blest; a new door has
opened and you begin to search with new vim. You
lift your voice to others. Some are ready, some are
not. Behold, the ones that are not can convince you
that you are having hallucinations. It is best to speak
not; rest silently in your Divine awakening. You
must be strong and well balanced in your faith.
Also, when you are to speak, the Holy Spirit will
use you. Always remember you are nothing but a
worldly entity God has created to bring His
presence into the worldly Earth to establish His
Kingdom. Go not into the world and preach until
you have been Divinely called. The call comes not
from a worldly desire. The Holy Spirit will show
you; it will be given very clear. Then it will
manifest in your world when the time is right. So
even after the call has been given, wait upon the
Spirit; let it lead, as it knows where the physical
body is needed to receive the Spiritual food for
those that are to be fed.
Those that give forth too soon after the Gifts of the
Spirit are giving only a small part of great Wisdom.
The Door opened but they have only entered in. The
door (mind) must be kept open, for the Holy Spirit

to give wisdom from all levels of consciousness. If
you stay on only one level and believe you have the
one and only Truth, your gift will fade and drop
away as a dead leaf falls from a tree.
Discourse NO. 16
The greatness of Divine Power is now being given
to those that remain true to their mission; they shall
bring forth great manifestations from their own
Christ-Self to reveal the Power of the Creator
coming from the Essence known only as the
Absolute. The Glory will shine in their eyes. Their
ears shall hear the Word of God. Their mouths shall
give forth the Word of God. Many channels are
needed to bring forth the Word. We of the
Hierarchy use many channels that are not as we
would like, but as the Word must be given, we use
that which is available in hopes they will grow as
we give. Many have a great desire to serve us; they
are called to appear to appear to the Karmic Board.
Their past is reviewed and some are accepted on a
trial basis. They are tested in many ways. In their
Earth life a mission is given. It may seem of little
importance, but it is how you perform this small
mission that you will be chosen for a greater and
then a greater
mission. Many stay true to their mission only to
grow for self. When they pass from the Earth world,
they find they have not built as large a mansion as
they thought but they will receive some credit for
giving the message to the world. We of the

Hierarchy are aware of the pitfalls; the power of
worldly glory. We have all traveled the same path.
So we do not condemn; just at times give a
reminder that time is short and all missions are
important. We understand the desire to help the
world in a physical way. This brings me to the real
meaning of "Way of life."
Accept Jesus Christ as your teacher and guide. Seek
and you shall find. Go within for there I AM. Love
your neighbor as yourself. See only the Christ in all
you meet. The Power of God within doeth the work.
Condemn not those that know not the way; forgive
them God, for they know not what they do. Every
day is God's day; keep it Holy.
Ye are Gods in the Spirit; accept and know this and
all things will be given unto you. The Spirit shall
fill your Earthy self with pure Light and ye shall be
healed. Jesus said, "Physician, heal thyself." Let no
man or Spirit tell you what to eat or drink, or of
Holy day or Spiritual Festivals. All such shall be
revealed from the Christ-Self, so relax; let life
unfold. So be it.
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